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ABSTRACT

Missions to Near-Earth Objects (NEOs) are a growing trend in spaceflight. The interest for such bodies is not
only justified by the threat that they represent for the Earth, but also because they are potential sources of
extra-terrestrial materials, provide windows to the past of the Solar System and to planetary formation, and
offer a good opportunity to demonstrate deep-space mission technologies.

The Asteroid Impact Mission (AIM) is the next European Space Agency mission to a NEO, which has
among its main objectives the deployment of the Asteroid Spectral Imaging Mission Cubesat (ASPECT) in the
vicinity of the binary asteroid Didymos during the Payload Delivery Phase (PDP). However, this deployment
is affected by the uncertainties and errors coming from the strongly perturbed environment, the previous-
phase dispersions, and the navigation and command inaccuracies.

The objective of this thesis is therefore to assess the viability of the cubesat deployment in terms of the
safety of the reference trajectories and the accuracy of the deployment conditions achieved.

The reference trajectories that target the cubesat’s commissioning orbit injection point were designed
by implementing a two-arc hyperbolic trajectory design problem in a direct-shooting optimisation archi-
tecture in the commercial heuristics optimisation software known as Mixed Integer Distributed Ant Colony
Optimization (MIDACO). These trajectories were obtained in an ideal, unperturbed scenario. The safety
and accuracy of the trajectories obtained were tested in a series of Monte Carlo campaigns in which the un-
certainties, errors and dispersions present in the system were used as Monte Carlo variables in a high-level
Guidance, Navigation and Control (GNC) simulator implemented in Simulink 2016b.

After identifying the pericentre of the target Self-Stabilised Terminator Orbit (SSTO) as the best point to
carry out the deployment, five different families of trajectories that bring the spacecraft within the safety
deployment margins were found. The total velocity increment required for these trajectories were found to
vary from 1.2 to 3.4 m/s. These relatively high velocity increments are caused by the combination of the
constraints imposed in the design process that emanate from the mission operational requirements.

The first Monte Carlo set of simulations showed that the optimum number of guidance correction ma-
noeuvres is assessed to be three. The timing of these manoeuvres is case dependent, but one correction must
take place in the first arc flown, and the other two during the second arc and before the deployment.

Results of the second Monte Carlo campaign showed that the trajectories were unsafe according to the
mission safety requirements on the minimum distance to the main asteroid and on the margin to the escape
velocity. Of these two requirements, the escape velocity margin was the main cause of these safety violations,
with several trajectories falling below the margin of 2 cm/s at certain epochs. This was due to the initial state
vector dispersion coming from the previous phase and, to a lesser extent, due to the potential thrust failures.

In the final Monte Carlo campaign, the ASPECT injection success rates reached a maximum value of 75%
for the trajectory that targets the SSTO with a semi-major axis equal to 5 km. The cause of this low success
rate was attributed to a combination of high initial position dispersions and velocity navigation errors. Due
to this velocity navigation inaccuracies, the corrections made by the guidance subsystem are not capable of
compensating the dispersions in initial position. These corrections further deteriorate the final deployment
conditions, since their calculation only takes into account deviations in position, and not in velocity.

The results of this study highlight the need of finding ways of reducing the position dispersion with respect
to the nominal trajectory prior to the autonomous PDP. Furthermore, they indicate that the prediction of
success rates can be improved by refining the navigation performance models, since these are considered
conservative when compared to the real scenario.
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1
INTRODUCTION

Potential impacts of Near-Earth Objects (NEOs) are especially relevant for a planet like Earth, where a fragile
ecosystem survives by adaptation to slowly changing environmental conditions. If these conditions suffer
large, sudden changes, this equilibrium is likely to break and to produce major extinctions as those suffered
in the past. The best known of these events is the Cretaceous–Paleogene extinction one, which ended the
reign of the non-avian dinosaurs and many other species, and was caused by the impact of a 10 to 15 km wide
asteroid in the Gulf of Mexico (Schulte et al., 2010).

This is a threat that mankind has always faced. However, now we are potentially able to actively reduce
this risk. This is reflected in a growing global trend among the space agencies to dedicate entire missions to
visit such small bodies, with some of these missions being asteroid-deflection experiments.

However, this is not the only reason to explore NEOs, their characterisation presents great opportunities
in many fields (Scheeres, 2012). They are potential sources of extra-terrestrial resources, which can eventu-
ally make asteroid mining profitable. Besides, NEOs provide windows to the history of the Solar System and
to different stages of the planetary formation, what makes their exploration scientifically valuable. Also to
be considered is the fact that the close-proximity operations of missions to these systems offer a perfect op-
portunity to demonstrate technologies for future deep-space missions. The Asteroid Impact Mission (AIM) is
born in this context. In particular, this European Space Agency (ESA) mission will explore the binary asteroid
system Didymos, where it will pursue different objectives throughout the phases of the mission. These will
include: cubesat deployment, detailed characterisation of the asteroid system and the assessment of the de-
flection caused by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) part of the mission, the Double
Asteroid Redirect Test (DART), that will impact on the system a few months after the arrival of AIM.

From an engineering point of view, particularly interesting are the technological challenges that the close-
proximity operations of a mission like AIM implies. These are driven by two factors: the characteristics of the
environment in which these activities take place and the limitations of the on-board subsystems.

The surroundings of a binary irregularly-shaped asteroid system, where a weak non-uniform gravity field
couples with the perturbations from the Sun are considered as an uncertain and strongly perturbed environ-
ment. In such a system, a spacecraft in close orbit around the asteroid can develop trajectory instabilities
within hours and end up crashing into or escaping the system (Dell’Elce et al., 2016). The inherent inaccura-
cies and constraints of the guidance and navigation subsystems are another source of uncertainty and errors.
For the autonomous navigation subsystem, aspects such as the illumination conditions of the asteroid, the
number of surface features that are seen at once, and the inherent limitation in accuracy of the navigation
sensors will drive the errors yielded by the chosen navigation filters. On the other hand, the type of scheme
used for the guidance subsystem will not only determine its performance but also the spacecraft operational
baseline.

The deployment of the Asteroid Spectral Imaging Mission Cubesat (ASPECT) will take place in this con-
text. This thesis focuses on the study of the translational accuracy that is achievable at the epoch at which the
deployment of the cubesat takes place for a controlled spacecraft autonomously moving in this environment.
Controlled hyperbolic trajectories emanating from the previous phase of the mission and targeting the cube-
sat deployment position will be analysed, and the conditions found at the deployment epoch will be used to
check the feasibility of the cubesat deployment under the mission conditions.
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2 1. INTRODUCTION

The key research question of this thesis is:

How can we design a transfer trajectory between two points in the close-proximity operations range of a
binary asteroid while satisfying payload injection accuracy and mission safety requirements?

with the following sub-questions:

• What is the nominal trajectory that best fits the AIM requirements for the deployment of ASPECT?

• What are the guidance firing conditions that lead to the best deployment conditions?

• How do uncertainties in the strongly perturbed environment affect the deployment conditions?

• How do guidance command errors affect the deployment conditions?

• How do uncertainties and dispersions in the spacecraft state vector affect the deployment conditions?

The thesis report is structured as follows: Chapter 2 presents AIM, its goals, phases, requirements and
the mission modelling assumptions made. Chapter 3 covers the dynamics of a spacecraft in the vicinity of
a binary asteroid. The governing equations for translational motion are presented, which will be later used
for the development of the software tool. Chapter 4 covers the requirements that apply to the design of the
reference trajectory and the cubesat deployment strategy. Chapter 5 covers the guidance scheme and the
navigation model that will be used in the thesis. In Chapter 6, the optimisation, ordinary differential equa-
tions integration and interpolation techniques used during the thesis are described. Chapter 7 covers the
software tool design, its validation and verification and the system test carried out. In Chapter 8, the results
obtained for the different simulations are presented and explained. Chapter 9 presents the main conclusions
drawn from the work carried out, and some recommendations for future work.



2
ASTEROID IMPACT MISSION

With its launch planned for 2020, AIM will be the first ESA mission to a small body since 2004, in which
Rosetta was launched. It is part of the joint Asteroid Impact & Deflection Assessment (AIDA) project of ESA,
the Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR), the Observatoire de la Côte d´Azur, NASA and the
John Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory (JHU/APL).

The objective of AIDA is to send two spacecraft to the binary asteroid 65803 Didymos:

• An asteroid impactor – the NASA DART mission.

• An asteroid rendezvous and observation spacecraft – the ESA AIM mission.

The AIM part of the mission will involve the determination of the orbital and rotation dynamics, together
with the physical properties of the system using the available payload instruments. It will observe the impact
of DART and characterise the change in the orbital and rotational state of the system as well as the impact
crater and ejecta plume generated by the impact.

Figure 2.1: AIM phases from launch to end of mission (GMV, 2017).

3



4 2. ASTEROID IMPACT MISSION

It will also feature technology demonstration goals (ESA-CDF, 2014; ESA-ESTEC-AD1, 2016) such as a
demonstration of laser communication in deep space and deployment of cubesats in deep space while keep-
ing an Inter-Satellite Link (ISL) between them and the mothercraft.

The propulsion subsystem is inherited from the Rosetta mission and consists of two sets of 12 thrusters
with a nominal force of 20 N each. These provide a six Degrees Of Freedom (DOF) control authority and
are meant to control both the attitude and trajectory of the system. The spacecraft launch mass is 740 kg,
including 306 kg of propellant (ESA-ESTEC-RD27, 2016).

The different phases and previously-described goals of the mission can be seen in Figure 2.1. It must be
noted that the Mobile Asteroid Surface Scout 2 (MASCOT-2) ballistic lander deployment is no longer part of
the mission as a consequence of the mission budget reduction after the ministerial meeting held in December
2016. Besides, in the new operational time line, there is a Detailed Characterisation Phase (DCP) previous to
the cubesat deployment and after the Early Characterisation Phase (ECP). These phases and the trajectories
flown during them will be further explained in Section 2.1. This thesis will focus on the trajectory that will be
flown after the first DCP and will enable the cubesat release milestone shown in Figure 2.1.

It must be noted that since during the thesis only the AIM architecture and spacecraft subsystems will
be modelled, there is no need to systematically cover the different approaches followed in other missions to
small bodies. The corresponding aspects of AIM will be thoroughly analysed in the following sections and
chapters, and comparisons to other missions’ approaches will be made when necessary.

2.1. AIM PHASES AND TRAJECTORIES
As seen in Figure 2.1, AIM is scheduled to be launched in October 2020. After two years of deep space travel,
the spacecraft will arrive at the asteroid system on April 22, 2022. The beginning of the ECP at 35 km altitude
is meant to start one month later, in May 2022. The orbits flown during this stage of the mission will be such
that it allows far observations of the illuminated side of the asteroid, but avoiding the sub-solar point, where
the geometry of the illumination conditions would eliminate the presence of shadows.

On June 16, 2022, the spacecraft will move to the next phase, the DCP. This phase will be divided into two
cycles of two weeks, and the spacecraft will fly hyperbolic trajectories at distances of around 10 km from the
asteroid system. During the first cycle of this phase, the knowledge on some of the parameters that affect the
motion of the spacecraft will be improved. This fact will be considered during the thesis and will be explained
in Chapter 3. The trajectory flown during this phase can be seen in Figure 2.2.

As part of the MASCOT-2 deployment strategy, a previous phase that increased the safety and success
expectations of the ballistic lander injection was required, the Transition to Autonomous Phase (TAP). These
two objectives were addressed by designing this phase to reduce the high dispersions that are present during
the whole DCP as much as possible. This TAP also provided the perfect scenario for the navigation to be
handover from the ground segment to the on-board autonomous navigation subsystem. However, and as
already mentioned, MASCOT-2 is no longer part of the mission baseline, which indicates the need to assess

Figure 2.2: AIM DCP trajectory (GMV, 2017).
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if the TAP is still required or not for the cubesat deployment scenario, which is less demanding in terms of
accuracy and required distance to the asteroid bodies.

For this thesis, an scenario without TAP will be assumed. This will serve to evaluate the viability of the
ASPECT deployment without such a phase. In this scenario, the PDP begins directly after the second cycle of
the first DCP. During this second cycle, the handover to the autonomous navigation subsystem is assumed
to happen before the injection into the PDP trajectory takes place.

During the PDP, the ASPECT cubesat will be deployed into its commissioning orbit. The AIM spacecraft
will be injected into a hyperbolic trajectory from one of the points along the DCP trajectories. When the
mothercraft reaches the target deployment point, the cubesat will be released and injected into its commis-
sioning orbit. From this injection point the main spacecraft will continue, now without the cubesat since it
has already been released, until reaching again a distance of around 10 km, where it will be injected into the
next phase of the mission, ending the PDP (ESA-ESTEC-RD27, 2016).

From this phase onwards, the mission is under redesign due to the major changes introduced after the
ministerial conference held in December 2016. The budget reduction strongly affected the payload delivered,
which in return drastically changed the concept of operations after the PDP. However, a Dart Impact Phase
(DIP) in which the spacecraft will retreat to a distance of around 100 km to safely record the DART impact
followed by another DCP at a closer distance to measure changes due to the impact are still expected in the
mission.

The thesis project is a high-level simulation of a transfer trajectory of the AIM spacecraft in the close-
proximity operational phase of the mission. It will cover from the second cycle of the first DCP to the end of
the PDP and will assess the deployment conditions and requirements for the ASPECT cubesat in its commis-
sioning orbit. This deployment will take place in the middle of the PDP. The nominal trajectories that best
satisfy the mission requirements will be designed. These trajectories will have their initial conditions along
the DCP arcs shown in Figure 2.2. From the extremely perturbed and uncertain environment and from the
dispersions coming from the initial condition of these trajectories, it emanates the need for guidance correc-
tive manoeuvres, which will make sure the spacecraft follows the nominal arcs with an accuracy such that it
enables the cubesat deployment. The sensitivity of the conditions at the cubesat deployment epoch will be
analysed with respect to the different uncertainties, errors and dispersions that dominate the system, and the
success rate of the cubesat deployment scenario will be determined.

Note that the strongly perturbed environment that dominates the dynamics of the spacecraft will be cov-
ered in Chapter 3. The PDP hyperbolic trajectory constraints and requirements will be extensively treated in
Section 4.1. A detailed description of the target injection point and the commissioning orbit of the ASPECT
cubesat and the deployment manoeuvre will be given in Section 4.2. The guidance and navigation models
used will be described in Chapter 5. The sensitivity analysis implementation will be covered in Section 7.1.4.

2.2. MISSION MODELLING ASSUMPTIONS AND REQUIREMENTS
In this subsection, the assumptions strictly related to AIM will be given. Note that the rationale for lower-level
assumptions of each subsystem will be given in their respective chapters.

To determine if the attitude of the vehicle is relevant for the scenario at hand, three different aspects are
assessed: the coupling of the attitude with the command strategy, with the environment forces and with the
cubesat deployment strategy. Since the spacecraft has a six-DOF thruster-control authority, the attitude of
the vehicle can be treated as decoupled from its translational motion for the sake of a simplified thrusting
analysis. The translational motion effect of the Solar Radiation Pressure (SRP) has a strong dependency with
the attitude of the vehicle. However, the attitude of the spacecraft and solar arrays will be maintained rela-
tively constant with respect to the Sun direction due to power budget requirements, which allows to neglect
this coupling. The attitude of the vehicle can also be decoupled from the payload deployment strategy, since
at this stage of the design the location of the Cubesat Release System (CRS) is not yet defined. For these three
reasons, only the translational motion of a point-mass spacecraft will be studied.

Also coming from the six-DOF thruster-control authority, it is assumed that there are no delays between
commanded and executed thruster actions. Considering that ∆v’s are in the order of 1 m/s (GMV, 2017),
and assuming that at least three thrusters (i.e., 60 N) can contribute to the translational motion at any time,
the impulse times for a spacecraft of 500 kg are lower than 10 seconds. Maximum velocities for the trajecto-
ries relative to the asteroid system will, on average, be lower than 1 m/s (GMV, 2017), which yields that a 10
seconds thrust would induce errors lower than 10 m. Taking into account that the cubesat deployment con-
ditions safety margins are in the order of hundreds of meters, all manoeuvres will be considered impulsive.
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Table 2.1: Spacecraft modelling assumptions for the PDP.

Symbol Modelling aspect Value

mSC Spacecraft mass 500 ± 50 kg

CR Spacecraft reflection coefficient 1-2

sSC Spacecraft cross-sectional area 5 m2

mcube Cubesat mass 4.5 kg

CR,cube Cubesat reflection coefficient 1.5

scube Cubesat cross-sectional area 0.045 m2

|∆vCommEr r | Command error magnitude [3-σ] 5 %

∆γCommEr r Command misalignment angle [3-σ] 1 deg

g Guidance scheme Propulsive Impulsive Guidance (PIG), see Section 5.1

N av Navigation model Performance error model, see Section 5.2

This will greatly simplify the modelling, while not compromising the consistency of the analysis.
The errors associated to the thrusters actuation, the control loop and the attitude knowledge will be given

a simplified modelling, but still relevant and coherent with the usual treatment given in industry to them.
A summary of the parameters that define this modelling can be found in Table 2.1, where the parameters
|∆vCommEr r | and ∆γCommEr r define an error cone around the nominal command. Note that the implemen-
tation of this modelling is explained in Section 7.1.

The robustness of the translational guidance algorithm to the mission environment must be assessed.
For this reason, a full implementation of the PIG scheme that AIM will use will be given in the project. For
the navigation of the spacecraft, performance models will be used to recreate the high-level behaviour of the
subsystem that will provide an acceptable level of accuracy in the prediction of the magnitude of these errors
but will keep the implementation simple. Note that the guidance and navigation modelling will be explained
in Chapter 5.

A description of the mission parameters presented in Table 2.1 is given below.

• mSC : The mass of the spacecraft at the beginning of the PDP and the margins associated to them as
reported by GMV (2017).

• CR : The reflection coefficient indicates the ratio of incident radiation that the spacecraft reflects, it
can take any value from 1 to 2 due to the ongoing design process and to account for possible surface
material degradation during the mission.

• sSC : The cross-sectional area of the spacecraft related to solar radiation (GMV, 2017).

• mcube : The nominal mass of the ASPECT cubesat (Näsilä et al., 2016).

• CR,cube : The reflection coefficient indicates the ratio of incident radiation that the cubesat reflects
(Näsilä et al., 2016).

• scube : The cross-sectional area of the cubesat related to solar radiation (Näsilä et al., 2016).

• |∆vCommEr r |: This parameter indicates the size of the deviation from the nominal command magnitude
caused by the thrusters actuation, control loop and the attitude knowledge.

• ∆γCommEr r : This parameter indicates the size of the deviation from the nominal command direction
caused by the thrusters actuation, control loop and the attitude knowledge.

The requirements that apply to the PDP of the mission and to the task at hand are (ESA-ESTEC-AD1,
2016):

• SC-SAFE-1: All trajectory arcs shall be hyperbolic arcs that do not enter close orbit around Didymain.
The velocity of the spacecraft shall always be 0.02 m/s over the escape velocity of the system.
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• SC-SAFE-2: All trajectories shall be in a collision-free course at all times. A minimum distance of 2000
metres to Didymain shall be guaranteed.

• SC-SAFE-3: Requirements SC-SAFE-1 and SC-SAFE-2 shall be fulfilled even in case of a thruster failure
at any manoeuvre.

• SC-AUT-1: The AIM spacecraft shall support autonomous operations for 72 hours without ground in-
tervention.

• SC-AUT-2.1: The autonomous operations of the PDP shall be contained within a 10 km radius sphere
around the Didymos system.

• SC-AUT-2.2: The PDP shall finish at a 10 km distance from the Didymos system, so the next DCP-2
phase can begin.

• SC-AUT-3: Time-tagged commands shall be separated by at least 1800 seconds during autonomous
operations. This number accounts for the time it takes for the navigation subsystem to reconstruct the
attitude and position after a manoeuvre, and a 100 % margin on top of that (900 + 900 s).

• SC-PAY-1: The ASPECT cubesat shall be injected into a commissioning orbit that is passively stable for
at least 30 days.

Note that the effect and implementation of these requirements will be detailed in the following chapters.





3
SPACECRAFT DYNAMICS

In this chapter, the asteroid that the mission targets will be characterised in Section 3.1, the reference frames
used in the thesis will be defined in Section 3.2 and the equations that describe the spacecraft dynamics in
the binary asteroid environment will be presented in Section 3.3.

3.1. BINARY ASTEROID SYSTEM 65803 DIDYMOS
The target NEO is the binary asteroid system 65803 Didymos. Its orbit around the Sun has a semi-major
axis of aDi d ymos = 1.645 Astronomical Unit (AU), an eccentricity of eDi d ymos = 0.384 and an inclination of
iDi d ymos = 3° with respect to the ecliptic, which makes it a potentially hazardous asteroid of both the Apollo
and Amor groups (Scheeres, 2012). The two bodies of the system will be referred to as Didymain or Main, for
the most massive one, and Didymoon or Moon for the smaller one.

The model that will be implemented for the Didymos system will follow a simplified Restricted Hill 4-
Body Problem (RH4BP) formulation, introduced by Bellerose and Scheeres (2005) for this kind of asteroid.
Many authors have already used this formulation for this type of system, and even for this particular binary
asteroid as in the work by Dell’Elce et al. (2016) and Ferrari et al. (2016). This specific dynamics model can be
summarised as:

• The motion of the asteroid system around the Sun is assumed to obey a Two-Body Problem (2BP) for-
mulation. This is consistent with the works by Dell’Elce et al. (2016) and Ferrari et al. (2016) and the
usual modelling of the motion of asteroids reported in Scheeres and Bellerose (2008).

Figure 3.1: Acceleration comparison around Didymos system (ESA-ESTEC-RD27, 2016).

9
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• The motion of Didymoon around Didymain is assumed to obey a 2BP formulation. Other effects such
as SRP, Third-Body Perturbation (TBP) from the Sun and their Non-Sphericity Perturbation (NSP) are
neglected due to their small size relative to the main 2BP mutual attraction.

• The motion of the spacecraft around Didymain is assumed to obey a perturbed 2BP formulation. The
perturbations that were identified as relevant for the problem are: SRP, TBP from both Didymoon and
the Sun, and the NSP due to the gravity shape of Didymain and Didymoon. This is consistent with the
work already available about the Didymos system, where the same relevant force field contributions
were identified (Dell’Elce et al., 2016), (Ferrari et al., 2016), (ESA-HQ-AD3, 2016). The expected averaged
magnitude of these perturbations can be seen in Figure 3.1.

It must be noted that by using this formulation for the dynamics, some simplifications have been made
with respect to the modelling used by Dell’Elce et al. (2016) and Ferrari et al. (2016). For example, the coupling
between the non-spheric gravity fields of the two asteroids would drive a small change in the eccentricity of
the system and cause an also small libration of Didymoon. These two effects are considered negligible for
trajectories like the ones used for this thesis, that will be flown well out of the ring described by the moon’s
orbit and for short periods of time. It is, however, taken into account in the work by Dell’Elce et al. (2016),
where they analyse the stability of inner orbits (a < 1180 m) for long periods of time (t > 1 month). The gravity
field modelling of both Didymain and Didymoon has also been simplified: a spherical harmonics gravity field
expansion was used as opposed to a polyhedron model used by Dell’Elce et al. (2016) and Ferrari et al. (2016).
The spherical harmonics expansions cannot calculate solutions for points that are close to the surface of the
system, however in this case all the trajectories simulated will be far away from the asteroids. This means that
the use of a spherical harmonics model will yield much better computational times and a negligible accuracy
difference.

The escape velocity around the Didymos system can be seen in Figure 3.2. The values for the escape
velocity in the distances that will be covered in the thesis range from 5 cm/s to 18 cm/s which are really low
values when compared to the typical ones found when orbiting more massive bodies. This figure will become
especially relevant when assessing the margin stated by mission requirement SC-SAFE-1 in the following
chapters.

A summary of the parameters that completely describe the modelled dynamics system can be found in
Table 3.1.

• aMoon , iMoon , eMoon , θMoon,0: The orbital elements of the orbit of Didymoon around Didymain, defined
in the reference frame [P]. Note that the Right Ascension of the Ascending Node (RAAN) is not defined,
since the inclination is equal to 0° and that the true longitude θMoon is defined taking this into account
with respect to the x̂P axis (Wakker, 2015).

Figure 3.2: Escape velocity around Didymos system.
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Table 3.1: 65803 Didymos system dynamics parameters (ESA-HQ-AD3, 2016).

Symbol Parameter Value and Uncertainties

aMoon Semi-major axis of Didymoon 1.18 ± 0.03 km

iMoon Inclination of Didymoon Assumed 0°

eMoon Eccentricity of Didymoon 0-0.03

θMoon,0 Initial true longitude 0-360°

TMoon Didymoon orbital period 11.92 ± 0.005 h

mDi d ymos Total mass of system 5.278 ·1011 ± 0.54 ·1011 kg

ε Mass ratio (mMoon/mDi d ymos ) 0.0093 ± 0.0013

2π/β̇M ai n Spin period of Didymain 2.2600 ± 0.0001 h

2π/β̇Moon Spin period of Didymoon TMoon

βBod y,0 Initial prime meridian of Didymain/moon 0-360°

(λ)I Longitude of Didymos’ north pole 310°

(φ)I Latitude of Didymos’ north pole -84°

- Obliquity of Moon and Main with Both assumed 0°

- respect to mutual orbital plane

RM ai n Reference radius of Didymain 428.7 m

RMoon Reference radius of Didymoon 78.7 m

Cl m ,Slm Spherical harmonics coefficients See ESA-HQ-AD3 (2016)

κM ai n Knowledge on the gravity parameters at 0.0033%

κMoon the beginning of the PDP [1-σ] 50%

• TMoon : The orbital period of the moon around Didymain.

• mDi d ymos : The total mass of the system mM ai n +mMoon .

• ε: The mass ratio of the system defined as mMoon/mDi d ymos .

• β0,Bod y : The initial prime meridian position of Didymain or Didymoon expressed with respect to the
x̂P axis.

• 2π/β̇Bod y : The spin period of the bodies, defined as the time it takes for them to complete a 360° rev-
olution around their rotation axis in an inertial frame. Both of them are assumed to be constant with
time. In the case of Didymoon, it is equal to its orbital period around Didymain. This synchronised
rotation is usually found in the moons of binary asteroids (Scheeres, 2012).

• (λ)I , (φ)I : The longitude and latitude coordinates of the north pole of the Didymos system expressed
in the [I] reference system.

• RBod y : The reference radius used for the gravity field spherical harmonics expansion, as described in
Section 3.3.4.

• Clm ,Slm : The spherical harmonic expansion coefficients of the gravity potential of Didymain and Didy-
moon. The implementation used does not require the coefficients to be normalised.

• κM ai n : The refined knowledge on the gravitational parameters of the bodies will be obtained after the
DCP. It will be used by the estimation algorithm of the guidance system. It is expressed as a 1-σ devia-
tion around the actual µBod y .

It must be noted that all the initial conditions expressed in Table 3.1 are set at the beginning of the PDP.
This will be further explained at the beginning of Chapter 8.
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3.2. REFERENCE FRAMES
The following set of reference frames and transformations will be used during the thesis. All of them are
formed by orthogonal and right-handed triads. The transformation matrices between these frames can be
found in Appendix A.

In Figures 3.3 and 3.4, all the reference frames used in the thesis can be seen. Please note that in Figure 3.4
the spacecraft location is assumed to be at the exact cubesat deployment position. In reality, this will never
be the case but it was represented like this for the sake of simplicity.

ECLIPTIC INERTIAL J2000 FRAME [I]
The Ecliptic Inertial J2000 frame is used centred at Didymain.

Its x̂I axis points towards the mean vernal equinox of the epoch J2000, while the ẑI axis is perpendicular
to the ecliptic plane for that epoch. The ŷI axis completes a right-handed triad.

INERTIAL FRAME [P]
The inertial reference frame P is used centred at Didymain.

Its x̂P axis points towards the ascending node of the secondary body, while the ẑP axis is parallel to the
pole of the system. The ŷP axis completes a right-handed triad.

LOCAL-VERTICAL LOCAL-HORIZONTAL FRAME [L]
The Local-Vertical Local-Horizontal (LVLH) reference frame is centred at the spacecraft location. This frame
is used only in the navigation subsystem.

Its ẑL axis points towards Didymain´s centre of mass, while the x̂L axis is contained in the plane of motion
(defined by the instantaneous velocity vector of the spacecraft). The ŷL axis completes a right-handed triad.

∆v FRAME [D]
The ∆v frame is centred at the spacecraft location. This frame is used to compute the command errors.

Its ẑD axis points in the nominal∆v direction, while the ŷD and x̂D axis are defined in such a way that they
define a perpendicular plane to the ẑD axis. The process followed to create this frame can be described as
follows:

1. Calculate x̂D = ẑD ×c
/|ẑD ×c|, where c is a vector different than ẑD . Vector c is created as:

c =
{

ẑD +q1 if
∣∣ẑD × (ẑD +q1)

∣∣> ∣∣ẑD × (ẑD +q2)
∣∣

ẑD +q2 if
∣∣ẑD × (ẑD +q2)

∣∣> ∣∣ẑD × (ẑD +q1)
∣∣ with q1 ·q2 = 0 (3.1)

2. Calculate ŷD = ẑD × x̂D .

LOCAL ORBITAL FRAME [O]
The Local Orbital Frame [O] is centred at the spacecraft location. This frame is used to compute velocity
margins for the deployment of the ASPECT cubesat.

Its ẑO points towards the osculating orbital angular momentum of the Self-Stabilised Terminator Orbit
(SSTO) target orbit. x̂O is positive in the direction of the orbital speed and ŷO completes the right-handed
triad.

Figure 3.3: Geometry of the reference frames [I] and [P].
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Figure 3.4: Geometry of the reference frames [L], [O] and [D].

DIDYMAIN-FIXED FRAME [B1]
The Didymain-fixed reference frame is centred at Didymain’s centre of mass. This frame is used only to cal-
culate the NSP coming from Didymain.

Its x̂B1 axis points towards the prime meridian of Didymain, while the ẑB1 axis is parallel to the pole of the
system. The ŷB1 axis completes a right-handed triad.

DIDYMOON-FIXED FRAME [B2]
The Didymoon-fixed reference frame is centred at Didymoon’s centre of mass. This frame is used only to
calculate the NSP coming from Didymoon.

Its x̂B2, ŷB2 and ẑB2 axis point towards the minimum, medium and maximum axis of inertia of the ellipsoid
that represents Didymoon´s shape.

3.3. DYNAMICS MODEL
As described in the beginning of the chapter, Equation (3.2) shows the resulting acceleration that will be used
to compute the motion of the spacecraft in the vicinity of the asteroid system.

v̇AI M = fTot al = f2BP + fT BPSun + fT BP Moon + fSRP + fN SDi d ymai n + fN SDi d ymoon (3.2)

The different terms found in Equation (3.2) are explained in the following sections.

3.3.1. TWO-BODY PROBLEM

As already stated, the motion of Didymain around the Sun and Didymoon around Didymain are only de-
scribed as (Wakker, 2015):

f2BP =−µCentr al Bod y
r

|r|3 (3.3)

where f2BP is the acceleration due to this effect, µCentr al is the gravitational parameter of the central body
(Sun or Didymain in this case) and r is the radius vector from the central body to the body whose motion is
described.

Note that the motion of the spacecraft around Didymain will be described by this same equation together
with the ones corresponding to the perturbations, as already expressed in Equation (3.2).

3.3.2. THIRD-BODY PERTURBATION

The effect that the gravitational attraction of a third particle has over the motion of a particle described by a
main acceleration such as Equation (3.3), can be described as (Wakker, 2015):
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fT BP =µT B

[
rT B − r

|rT B − r|3 − rT B

|rT B |3
]

(3.4)

where fT BP is the acceleration due to this effect, µT B is the gravitational parameter of the third body (Didy-
moon or Sun in this case), r has already been described for Equation (3.3) and rT B is the radius vector from
the central body to the third body.

3.3.3. SOLAR RADIATION PRESSURE
The effect of the SRP in the motion of a spacecraft is described as (Scheeres and McMahon, 2015):

fSRP =−CRG1

B

(rSun − r)

|rSun − r|3 (3.5)

where fSBP is the acceleration due to this effect, CR is the dimensionless reflectivity coefficient of the space-
craft, B is the ratio between the mass and the wet surface of the spacecraft, G1 is the Solar radiation constant,
and rSun is defined as rT B . Note that the SRP effect on massive bodies such as the two asteroids is neglected
in the formulation presented in (3.5) because the B parameter for these bodies is many orders of magnitude
bigger than for a typical spacecraft.

3.3.4. NON-SPHERICITY PERTURBATION
The effect of the NSP on the spacecraft is divided in the one coming from Didymain and the one coming
from Didymoon. The gravity field non-sphericity terms of the two bodies are described using the common
spherical harmonics expansion.

For the 2BP, the acceleration accepts a reformulation in terms of a potential function as:

f2BP =−∇V ⇒V =−µ
r

(3.6)

Besides, it can be proven that a potential function that describes the gravity field of an arbitrary distribu-
tion of mass can be written as a spherical harmonics expansion as (Vallado, 1997):

V =−µ
r

{
1+

∞∑
l=2

(
RBod y

r

)l l∑
m=0

Plm(sinφ)[Cl m cosmλ+Slm sinmλ]

}
(3.7)

where Clm and Sl m are the spherical harmonic coefficients, obtained by empirical fitting, Plm(sinφ) are the
associated Legendre functions of degree l and order m and RBod y is the reference radius of the expansion.
The spherical coordinates, radius, longitude and latitude (r,λ,φ) are used in this expansion.

Following Equation (3.6), the perturbing acceleration is obtained applying the gradient operator to the
potential function expressed in Equation (3.7), but only taking the perturbing terms (not taking the first one
within the curly brackets). Doing this in spherical coordinates as:

fN SPspher i cal =
∂V

∂r
ur + 1

r cosφ

∂V

∂λ
uλ+

1

r

∂V

∂φ
uφ (3.8)

gives the the following results for each of the components:

∂V

∂r
= −µ

r 2

∞∑
l=2

(l +1)

(
RBod y

r

)l l∑
m=0

Pl m(sinφ)[Clm cosmλ+Slm sinmλ] (3.9)

∂V

∂φ
= µ

r

∞∑
l=2

(
RBod y

r

)l l∑
m=0

[Pl ,m+1(sinφ)−m tanφPl m(sinφ)][Cl m cosmλ+Slm sinmλ] (3.10)

∂V

∂λ
= µ

r

∞∑
l=2

(
RBod y

r

)l l∑
m=0

Plm(sinφ)m[−Cl m sinmλ+Slm cosmλ] (3.11)

Since the motion is integrated with respect to Didymain, the NSP effect from Didymain can be expressed
as:
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fN SPcar tesi an =


i
j
k

=
 cosφcosλ cosφsinλ sinφ

−sinλ cosλ 0
−sinφcosλ −sinφsinλ cosφ

T 
ur

uλ
uφ

= R(λ,φ) · fN SPspher i cal (3.12)

Equation (3.12) can be directly added to Equation (3.3), taking into account that the acceleration de-
scribed in Equation (3.12) is given in a Didymain-fixed Cartesian reference frame.

However, for the NSP of Didymoon on the spacecraft, a small derivation must be conducted. As stated by
Wakker (2015), the equations of motion of the spacecraft and Didymain with respect to the barycenter of the
system can be written as:

d 2rSC B ar

d t 2 = µDi d ymai n

|rSC M ai n |3
rSC M ai n +

(
µDi d ymoon

|rSC Moon |3
rSC Moon + fN SPcar tesi anMoonSC

)
+ µSun

|rSC Sun |3
rSC Sun (3.13)

d 2rM ai nB ar

d t 2 =
(
µDi d ymoon

|rM ai nMoon |3
rM ai nMoon + fN SPcar tesi anMoonM ai n

)
+ µSun

|rM ai nSun |3
rM ai nSun (3.14)

Note that in Equation (3.13), the NSP from Didymain and the SRP to the spacecraft have been neglected
for the sake of simplicity in the derivation.

If Equation (3.14) is subtracted from Equation (3.13), and the usual vector identities are used, the equation
of motion for the spacecraft relative to Didymain, Equation (3.2), can be written as (Wakker, 2015):

d 2r

d t 2 − fSRP − fN SP M ai n = f2BP + (fT BP Moon + fN SP Moon)+ fT BPSun (3.15)

The terms in Equation (3.15) can be easily identified to the subtraction of terms from Equations (3.13) and
(3.14). Note that this equation shares nomenclature with Equations (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5).

From Equation (3.15) the NSP of Didymoon on the motion of the spacecraft around Didymain is identified
as:

fN SP Moon = (fN SP MoonSC − fN SP MoonM ai n) (3.16)

where the same structure as for the TBP in Equation (3.4) can be observed. This was a expected result, since
the rationale behind both equations is exactly the same: a third body (or the NSP from that body) perturbing
the motion of a spacecraft when orbiting around a primary body.





4
REFERENCE TRAJECTORY AND CUBESAT

DEPLOYMENT DESIGN

In this chapter, the requirements and constraints that apply to the trajectory design will be discussed in Sec-
tion 4.1. In Section 4.2, the ASPECT cubesat deployment strategy and considerations will be covered.

4.1. TRAJECTORY DESIGN
The general and specific requirements that apply to any transfer trajectory design and exclusively to AIM, and
how they will be dealt with are:

• Transfer ∆v. This requirement is dependent on the type of transfer that is flown. Some aspects that
have an influence on it are changes in the trajectory plane, the use of more than one manoeuvre and
the guidance stochastic mid-course corrections. This parameter will be used as one of the objective
functions to minimise during the design process, since reducing the propellant consumption is always
desirable. Also note that the maximum allocated value for this phase |∆vmax| = |∆v1|+ |∆v2| is set to 6
m/s (ESA-ESTEC-AD1, 2016), which will be implemented as an optimisation constraint.

• Transfer time. This is a major constraint in most of the trajectories in strongly perturbed environments.
If the transfer time is too long, the risk for the spacecraft to suffer big trajectory deviations due to pertur-
bations dramatically increases. On the other hand, if the transfer time is too short, accelerations might
be too high and the process could end up being untraceable and thus uncontrollable. For the scenario
at hand, the requirement SC-AUT-1 indicates the minimum amount of time that the spacecraft shall be
able to operate autonomously. Since the PDP must be fully autonomous, the maximum propagation
time for the simulations t f was set to 72 hours, as to guarantee that the phase could be done without
ground intervention.

• Departure and arrival conditions. These conditions will be mainly driven by the previous phase condi-
tions and the requirements on the release of the ASPECT cubesat in the target orbit. The initial condi-
tions are taken from the DCP trajectory file made available courtesy of ESA; the uncertainty that applies
to this initial condition will be described in Section 5.2. The precision of the deployment conditions will
be part of the objective function to minimise when optimising the reference trajectory. In particular,
the magnitude of the dispersion between the target position and the actual one, |rAI M − rT |, and the
magnitude of the difference of velocities |vAI M −vT |, will be used as objective functions.

Coming from mission requirement SC-AUT-2.2, the final distance to the Didymos system should be
greater or equal to 10 km for the PDP to end. This distance, dend , will be checked at t f as an optimisa-
tion constraint. When any trajectory leaves the 10 km sphere around Didymain, the mission phase is
assumed finished, as stated specified by mission requirement SC-AUT-2.1.

• Ground station communications. This requirement will not be covered during the thesis work. The
loss of communication link could be due to eclipses or attitude constraints. The former ones are not
dependent on the small trajectories that will be carried out in the Sun side of the satellite, and the

17
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Figure 4.1: Sketch of the trajectory design geometry.

latter ones are not considered in this thesis, as explained in Chapter 2. Even though not considering
communication constraints is consistent with the analysis that will be carried out during the thesis
assignment, this assumption has effects on the validity of the results that will be obtained:

The pointing direction of communication antennas is usually constrained for a given spacecraft atti-
tude. This means that when communications happen, the spacecraft usually has to orient its attitude
in a certain direction to allow them to occur. This orientation manoeuvre translates into a time window
during which no translational manoeuvres can take place, a fact that will not be considered in the anal-
ysis. Another effect is that when the attitude of the satellite is satisfying communication requirements,
some of the navigation sensors can lose track of the features they were tracking, which would negatively
affect the accuracy of this subsystem. This fact will not be considered either.

• Radiation environment. For the case under study, the radiation environment is considered as accepted
at system level. This means that no radiation considerations will be made during the trajectory design
process. The spacecraft will always move in the vicinity of the asteroid system and no relevant changes
in the radiation dose are expected during the phase of the mission considered, regardless of the possible
trajectories that it follows. This treatment is consistent with the analysis that will be done and no further
effects are expected.

• Thermal environment. For missions orbiting big bodies and with long eclipses the thermal control
might be strongly coupled with the trajectory design of the mission. For a mission such as AIM, which
be will always in the vicinity of a small body and on the Sun side of the asteroid system, the thermal
control is only related to the attitude control of the system. As such, this lies outside the scope of this
work.

• Required navigation and command accuracy. This aspect will play a key role during the thesis project.
In particular, the effect of the navigation errors on the state vector knowledge and thus, on the esti-
mated ∆v guidance commands will be one of the main couplings that will be assessed. The navigation
and guidance design considerations will be treated in Chapter 5.

• Particular AIM requirements (ESA-ESTEC-AD1, 2016):

In the case of AIM, the transfer trajectories must never be in a collision course with any of the asteroid
bodies. This makes any potential loss of communications or control much less dangerous for the safety
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of the mission. This will be implemented as a design constraint in the optimisation problem. The safety
distance to the escape velocity of the system is specified by the mission requirement SC-SAFE-1, with
a value of vescM ar g i n = 0.02 m/s. The safety distance margin with respect to Didymos is specified by
mission requirement SC-SAFE-2, with a value dsa f et y = 2 km.

Trajectories must assure continuous availability of optical feature-tracking navigation, which strongly
constrains the illumination phase angle at which the spacecraft can fly. The Sun-asteroid-spacecraft
phase angle must always be between αlb = 0 and αub = 100°. This requirement comes from ESA navi-
gation experience obtained by Rosetta operations around the comet 67P.

In Figure 4.1, a simplified sketch of the geometry of the problem characterised in this section is shown.
Note that due to the simplifications made for this figure, some of the requirements are not represented, since
they would lead to confusion. Also note that the dashed part of the first arc will not be nominally flown by the
AIM spacecraft, but the collision constraints will still be checked along it during the optimisation process to
ensure that the spacecraft is able to trigger a safe mode without collisions if the impulse at t2 fails.

The general requirements above described are based on the check-list available in Wertz (2009), whereas
the particular requirements are taken from (ESA-ESTEC-AD1, 2016).

4.2. CUBESAT DEPLOYMENT AND INJECTION ANALYSIS
As stated in Chapters 1 and 2, the assessment of the optimal deployment conditions for the ASPECT cubesat
payload and the uncertainties therein is one of the main objectives of the thesis. It will consist in a feasibility
study of the accuracy requirements in the deployment conditions of the cubesat that guarantee successfully
injecting it into its target commissioning orbit. The relation between the different state and error vectors that
will drive this study can be written as:

xT ±∆xM = xAI M +∆xDepl oyment (4.1)

where xT is the target deployment state vector, ∆xM is the allowed deployment error margin, xAI M is the
actual AIM spacecraft simulated state vector at the deployment epoch, and∆xDepl oyment are the deployment
effects coming from the chosen deployment direction and speed and errors coming from the deployment
CRS. These terms are depicted in Figure 4.2.

Note that all these terms will be further explained in the following sections. As it will be concluded, the
position and velocity components of Equation (4.1) are decoupled. This means that the fulfilment of each
one of them can be checked separately. The position component satisfaction is mainly driven by the accuracy
with which the reference trajectory is followed, as it can be inferred from Figures 4.1 and 4.2a. The velocity
component satisfaction is also driven by the accuracy with which the reference trajectory is followed but also
by the ∆vDepl oyment that the CRS gives to the cubesat, as seen in Figure 4.2b.

(a) Cubesat deployment position geometry. (b) Cubesat deployment velocity geometry.

Figure 4.2: Cubesat deployment geometry.
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TARGET DEPLOYMENT STATE VECTOR xT

The target deployment state vector xT corresponds to the state vector that the cubesat should have in order
to fly a specific target orbit. The ASPECT cubesat first phase requires a commissioning orbit such that it
is passively stable for a period of time of at least 30 days, as stated in the mission requirement SC-PAY-1.
The only closed orbits that are stable in the Didymos system over periods longer than a few days are SSTO
(Dell’Elce et al., 2016; GMV, 2017), and only for specific semi-major axis values. In particular, and due to
operational constraints, three different orbits were considered as possible targets for the deployment, with
semi-major axis of 3, 5 and 7 kilometres. SSTO are characteristic of environments strongly dominated by the
SRP effect, which is frequent for asteroid systems. Its main feature is that the angular momentum vector of a
spacecraft in such an orbit always points towards the Sun direction due to the effect of the SRP force. The full
derivation of the Sun-synchronous status of these orbits can be found in the work by Scheeres (2012).

The conditions for an orbit around Didymos to be a SSTO are:

• The eccentricity of the orbit has a value linked with its semi-major axis, this can be expressed as:

eSST O = cos

arctan

3G1CR,cube

2Bcube

√
aSST O

µDi d ymosµSun aDi d ymos (1−e2
Di d ymos )

 (4.2)

where aSST O is the semi-major axis of the SSTO orbit, aDi d ymos is the semi-major axis of the orbit of
the Didymos system around the Sun and eDi d ymos is the eccentricity vector of the orbit of the Didymos
system around the Sun.

• The orbit lies in the terminator plane. If the orbit normal points towards the Sun, the periapsis must
point above the asteroid orbit plane along the positive ẑ axis, whereas if the orbit normal points away
from the Sun, the periapsis must point below the orbit plane. These relations can be expressed as:

(ẑ · ê)(r̂Di d ymosSun · ĥ) = 1 (4.3)

where ẑ is the unit vector pointing towards the angular momentum vector of the orbit of the asteroid
about the Sun, ê is the eccentricity unit vector that points to the pericentre of the SSTO, r̂Di d ymosSun

is the unit vector from the asteroid to the Sun and ĥ is the unit angular momentum vector of the SSTO
orbit.

Another fact to take into account when choosing the xT is the position within the SSTO that will be tar-
geted. The main consideration for this choice is that the AIM spacecraft must never enter a closed orbit

Figure 4.3: Difference between escape and deployment velocities at different distances to the system.
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around the Didymos system, which translates into the margin to the escape velocity discussed in the pre-
vious section. However, at the deployment point, the AIM spacecraft and the ASPECT cubesat must be at
the same position, but the cubesat velocity must be such that it remains in the target closed orbit. This im-
plies that the ∆v given by the CRS, should at the same time allow AIM to stay above the escape velocity of
the system and increase the cubesat speed in a way that fulfils the deployment. Assuming aligned deploy-
ment conditions, this coupled requirement can be expressed as the need to minimise the difference between
the escape velocity and the orbital speed required in the target point of the SSTO selected for deployment,
vesc −|vT |. This relation for all the points of SSTO of 3,5 and 7 km can be seen in Figure 4.3.

As seen in Figure 4.3, the point where this difference is smaller is always at the pericentre of each of the
three orbits studied. For this reason, the chosen deployment point will be the pericentre of the target com-
missioning SSTO.

Interesting to note is that the values shown at the pericentres in Figure 4.3 will be used later in the op-
timisation process as the theoretical lower boundaries that a trajectory can obtain for |vAI M −vT |. These
boundaries are obtained when the 0.02 m/s margin to escape velocity is added on top of the values displayed.

DEPLOYMENT SAFETY MARGINS ∆xM

In an operational scenario the target state vector will not be achieved with a 100% accuracy. For this reason,
safety margins for these commissioning orbits were studied in Dell’Elce et al. (2016) and GMV (2017). If the
deployment conditions are within the margins shown in Table 4.1, the studies concluded that the commis-
sioning orbit is passively stable for periods longer than 30 days.

Table 4.1: ASPECT release safe intervals around nominal deployment state vector, expressed in a Local Orbital [O] reference frame
(GMV, 2017).

Parameter Safe Intervals

Semi-major axis [km] 3 5 7

Velocity magnitude [cm/s] ± 2 ± 2 ± 1.6 ± 2 ± 1.4 ± 2

Angle in-Plane [deg] ± 19 ± 20 ± 20 ± 20 ± 20 ± 7

Angle out-of-Plane [deg] ± 20 ± 20 ± 20 ± 20 ± 20 ± 16

Position X [m] ± 200 ± 200 ± 200 ± 200 ± 200 ± 200

Position Y [m] ± 200 ± 200 ± 200 ± 160 ± 200 ± 200

Position Z [m] ± 200 ± 190 ± 190 ± 170 ± 170 ± 150

It must be noted that Table 4.1 shows the maximum ranges of position uncertainties that produce hyper-
ellipsoids containing errors that lead to a 100% success rate for the cubesat injection into a stable commis-
sioning orbit. However, different configurations are available for such success rate. For each semi-major axis,
the values given in the left column produce a position hyper-ellipsoid with maximum volume, whereas the
values on the right allow for maximum velocity errors. When assessing the success rate of the cubesat injec-
tion, both intervals will be taken into account: if the cubesat deployment is successful for one of them, it will
be considered a successful injection.

From what is presented in the table, it can be seen that smaller margins were found for larger aSST O

values. This is explained by the fact that the SRP becomes stronger relative to the gravitational forces when
the spacecraft gets further away from the system, which induces stronger instabilities for the same injection
errors.

AIM STATE VECTOR xAI M

The AIM state vector xAI M will be given by the simulation carried out. This will include errors coming from
the coupling of navigation and guidance, dispersions from the nominal state vector and from dynamical
uncertainties and its knowledge.

DEPLOYMENT MANOEUVRE AND EFFECTS ∆xDepl oyment

The effects due to the deployment itself, expressed as ∆xDepl oyment , have a component coming from the
chosen deployment direction and speed, and coming from errors in this choice due to the CRS. The first
component is the tunable parameter that is meant to solve Equation 4.1 within the allowed margins presented
in Subsection 4.2.
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The deployment of the cubesat is assumed to be allowed in any direction with respect to the actual ori-
entation of the AIM spacecraft. This assumption simplifies the solution of Equation 4.1 but is consistent with
the design phase of the mission, where attitude constraints imposed by payloads/instrument are not well de-
fined, as already stated in Section 4.1. Since the CRS injection is given by a mechanical spring, the magnitude
of this impulse must be set on ground. Besides, the deployment strategy, i.e. ∆vC RS will also be defined with
the reference trajectory rather than the actually flown one. This prevents the on-board computer to take any
on-line decision, and is consistent with the operational architecture of the mission proposed in (GMV, 2017).

The component due to the errors in the deployment can be characterised by the parameters given in Table
4.2. It must be noted that the CRS dispersion delay effect could be approximated to a position error equal to
∆r = ṙ∆tdel ay . Since the velocities at the deployment point will be close to the closed-orbit ones, i.e., in the
order of few cm/s, the position errors introduced by this factor will be neglected.

Table 4.2: CRS characteristics (ESA-ESTEC-AD2, 2016).

Possible longitudinal release velocities 4-6 cm/s

Release velocity dispersion [3-σ] 2.8 %

Release direction dispersion (half cone) [3-σ] 3.9 °

CRS delay (+50◦C) 2.6 s

CRS delay (+50◦C) dispersion [3-σ] 0.2 s

CRS delay (-20◦C) 4.35 s

CRS delay (-20◦C) dispersion [3-σ] 0.44 s



5
GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION

In this chapter, the guidance and navigation subsystems will be described. The guidance scheme and its
firing logic will be explained in Section 5.1 and the navigation performance model used will be introduced in
Section 5.2. Note that, as already stated in Chapter 2, the control subsystem will be implemented only as a∆v
vector deviation in the form of a magnitude and direction error.

5.1. GUIDANCE
AIM will use a semi-autonomous PIG scheme in the proximity operations phase of the mission. This is an
impulsive guidance scheme that makes use of the State-Transition Matrix (STM) of the force field to estimate
(predict) the final miss-distance with respect to a reference trajectory and then tries to correct it. This kind
of schemes have a relatively simple formulation, are not computationally demanding and are a proven and
reliable way to follow reference trajectories in terminal guidance scenarios (Hawkins et al., 2012, 2010).

In contrast to guidance systems that continuously command accelerations to correct perturbations, im-
pulsive schemes work with on-off cycles. These cycles are triggered when the deviation from the reference tra-
jectory or the time since last command has reached or surpassed a certain threshold. This threshold severely
affects the success of the corrections but its optimum value is also extremely difficult to determine, and many
times practically impossible, as stated by Hawkins et al. (2012). This is due to the fact that the linearisation
accuracy changes for different orbits (Hawkins et al., 2010). This fact will be assessed in this thesis, and results
related to it can be seen in Chapter 8.

Also worth noting is that the first manoeuvre is usually not sufficient by itself to achieve acceptable posi-
tioning deviations in the end epoch, as the estimations are increasingly detrimental with increasing position
and velocity deviations, as stated by Hawkins et al. (2010). For this reason, the number of impulsive correc-
tions that will be used in this thesis project is three, which is a good trade-off between number of commands
and final deviation achieved, as indicated by Hawkins et al. (2010), Hawkins et al. (2012) and obtained in the
assessment found in Chapter 8.

To estimate the final miss distance, the scheme assumes that this relation holds:

x = x∗+δx (5.1)

where x∗ is the spacecraft state, x is the reference state and δx is the deviation between them. This geometry
can be seen in Figure 5.1. Then, if the dynamical problem can be written as:(

ṙ
v̇

)
= ẋ = f(x, t ) = f(x∗+δx, t ) (5.2)

it can also be expanded in a Taylor series about x∗, as:

ẋ(t ) = f(x, t ) = f(x∗, t )+
[
∂f

∂x

]
∗
δx(t )+ ... = ẋ∗+δẋ (5.3)

Assuming that F(t ) =
[
∂f
∂x

]
∗, the equation of motion of the state deviation can then be written as:

23
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Figure 5.1: Guidance geometry Hawkins et al. (2010).

δẋ = F(t )δx(t ) (5.4)

The general solution for Equation (5.4) can be obtained as:

δx =Φ(t , t0)δx0 (5.5)

where δx0 = δx(t0). To estimate the final miss-distance, the STM matrix Φ(t , t0) must be calculated for any
epoch. Differentiating Equation (5.5):

δẋ(t ) = Φ̇(t , t0)δx0 (5.6)

Making use of the results of Equations (5.4) and (5.5), Equation (5.6) can also be written as:

Φ̇(t , t0) = F(t )Φ(t , t0), withΦ(t0, t0) = I (5.7)

Even though this differential equation could be numerically integrated, in that case, it would make more
sense to simply integrate the equations of motion, and have the best possible prediction at the desired epoch.
To save computational time, however, an analytical form for the STM computation is required.

Now the expression for the state error is expanded into a Taylor series in time as:

δx(t ) = δx0 +δẋ0∆t + 1

2
δẍ0∆t 2 + ... (5.8)

Taking into account the derivatives expressed as:

δẋ0 = F(t )δx0

δẍ0 = F(t )δẋ0 = F(t )2δx0
(5.9)

the expression for the analytical calculation of the STM is obtained:

δx =
[

I+F(t )∆t + 1

2
F(t )2∆t 2 + ...

]
δx0 =Φδx0 (5.10)

Also, the STM can be decomposed in four submatrices as:

Φ=
[
Φ1 Φ2

Φ3 Φ4

]
(5.11)

Then, making use of equations (5.5) and (5.11), the estimation of the final miss-distance is written as:

δr(t f ) =Φ1(t )δr(t )+Φ2(t )δv(t ) (5.12)

The second term on the right-hand side of Equation (5.12) can be ignored. This is due to the fact that the
PIG scheme will command a ∆v that will change the relative velocity, and thus will make the contribution
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from that term meaningless in the estimation. With all the expressions that have been derived so far, four
new terms are defined as:

δr̃(t f ) =Φ1(t )δr(t )

vc (t ) = δṙ (t )

Λc (t ) = δr̃(t f )∣∣δr̃(t f )
∣∣

tg o =∆t

(5.13)

With the terms of Equation (5.13), the ∆v correction given by the PIG scheme is then written as:

∆v = δr̃(t f )/tg o −δv (5.14)

where δr̃(t f ) is the estimated miss-distance (only due to initial differences in position); vc (t ) is the closing
velocity, that indicates the rate at which the spacecraft approaches the reference orbit; Λc (t ) is the corrected
Line Of Sight (LOS), that indicates the estimated LOS direction (and thus miss-distance direction) at the nom-
inal end-of-mission time, t f ; and tg o is the time-to-go, defined as tg o = t f − t .

Now, the only thing missing is calculating the F(t ) force field gradient matrix. This matrix will be analyti-
cally computed from the expressions that describe the forces of the Didymos’ environment. However, it must
be noted that not all forces play the same role when their gradient is considered. To know which forces must
be included in the F(t ) matrix, an assessment of their relative magnitude must be conducted.

The 2BP force-field gradient analytical formulation, obtained from Equation (3.3), was calculated to be:

F2BP (t ) =



0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

3µx2

|r|5 − µ

|r|3
3µx y
|r|5

3µxz
|r|5 0 0 0

3µx y
|r|5

3µy2

|r|5 − µ

|r|3
3µy z
|r|5 0 0 0

3µxz
|r|5

3µy z
|r|5

3µz2

|r|5 − µ

|r|3 0 0 0


(5.15)

The TBP force-field gradient analytical formulation, obtained from Equation (3.4), was calculated to be:

FT BP (t ) =−µT B



0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

|rT B−r|2−3(xT B−x)2

|rT B−r|5
−3(xT B−x)(yT B−y)

|rT B−r|5
−3(xT B−x)(zT B−z)

|rT B−r|5 0 0 0
−3(xT B−x)(yT B−y)

|rT B−r|5
|rT B−r|2−3(yT B−y)2

|rT B−r|5
−3(yT B−y)(zT B−z)

|rT B−r|5 0 0 0
−3(xT B−x)(zT B−z)

|rT B−r|5
−3(yT B−y)(zT B−z)

|rT B−r|5
|rT B−r|2−3(zT B−z)2

|rT B−r|5 0 0 0


(5.16)

The SRP force-field gradient analytical formulation, obtained from Equation (3.5), was calculated to be:

FSRP (t ) = CRG1

B



0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

|rSun−r|2−3(xSun−x)2

|rSun−r|5
−3(xSun−x)(ySun−y)

|rSun−r|5
−3(xSun−x)(zSun−z)

|rSun−r|5 0 0 0
−3(xSun−x)(ySun−y)

|rSun−r|5
|rSun−r|2−3(ySun−y)2

|rSun−r|5
−3(ySun−y)(zSun−z)

|rSun−r|5 0 0 0
−3(xSun−x)(zSun−z)

|rSun−r|5
−3(ySun−y)(zSun−z)

|rSun−r|5
|rSun−r|2−3(zSun−z)2

|rSun−r|5 0 0 0


(5.17)

The results obtained for their effect on the STM submatrices of Equation (5.11) when compared to the
term corresponding to the 2BP can be seen in Figure 5.2.

It can be seen that the only relevant gradient is the one coming from the moon TBP, which for certain
Monte Carlo runs reaches a 9% of the 2BP term. The magnitudes of the other two evaluated perturbations
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Figure 5.2: Perturbations effect on the STMΦ of the state deviation.

are always 3 or 4 orders of magnitude smaller. From these results the conclusion is that only the 2BP and the
Didymoon TBP terms will be used for the calculation of the STM.

Note that the difference forΦ2 is always equal to zero because that submatrix is constant (i.e., not depen-
dent on the position of the spacecraft, the Sun and Didymoon, which were the parameters of the Monte Carlo
run).

Also note that the NSP effects were disregarded as their gradient behaves as the one coming from the 2BP
and the TBP with distance, but is a number of orders of magnitude smaller than them.

The final form for the F(t ) matrix can be read as:

F(t ) = F2BP (t )+FT BP_Moon(t )+
[

0 I
0 0

]
(5.18)

where the identity matrix come from the derivatives of the velocity with respect to the velocity, as indicated

by F(t ) =
[
∂v

/
∂r ∂v

/
∂v

∂v̇
/
∂r ∂v̇

/
∂v

]
.

Throughout the report, two different terms will be used to describe impulsive commands. Stochastic
manoeuvres will refer to the ones that are calculated by the on-board computer using the equations de-
scribed in this section. Deterministic manoeuvres will refer to the impulses that follow the scheduled nomi-
nal/reference trajectory that was designed. Both of them are scheduled based on the time of mission t .

5.2. NAVIGATION
Navigation in the close-proximity region of small-bodies involves complex systems and algorithms. In this
thesis, spacecraft’s position and velocity knowledge is strongly coupled with the guidance stochastic correc-
tions, given to overcome dispersions with respect to the reference state, which determines the success of the
cubesat deployment. Thus, the navigation subsystem performance must be taken into account for the thesis
study.

Due to thesis time constraints, a full implementation of a navigation simulator is out of the scope of the
project. The implementation of a navigation error performance model that produces realistic navigation
error signals was identified as a compromise solution. This approach is consistent with the current develop-
ment phase of the mission and also with other treatments given in the literature to this kind of preliminary-
study modelling (Bayard and Brugarolas, 2008). The implementation of this model will be described in Sec-
tion 7.1.3, where the rationales given in this section will be used to justify the choices made for the perfor-
mance model.

To make this error performance model as representative as possible, a characterisation of the navigation
errors expected for this mission will be done in the following paragraphs. This study will be based on the AIM
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preliminary navigation analysis found in GMV (2017) and Pellacani et al. (2017).

There are different possible approaches to solve the problem of accurately estimating the state vector of
the spacecraft with respect to the asteroid. The AIM spacecraft navigation architecture is based on Earth
ground-based radiometric measurements for the phases where the spacecraft is distant to the asteroid, i.e.,
until the first DCP. For AIM, these radiometric techniques include range and range-rate measurements,
Doppler tracking and Delta-Differential One-way Ranging (DOR) (ESA-CDF, 2014). After the DCP, the knowl-
edge on the environment dynamics parameters has been greatly improved, and the distance is small enough
to switch to the (asteroid)relative navigation. Although different approaches are possible for this type of nav-
igation, AIM only uses an optical navigation camera, as opposed to other missions, whose close-proximity
navigation instrument suite included both a navigation camera and an altimeter. The latter is the case, for
example, for the Hayabusa I and II spacecraft, reported by Tsuda et al. (2013), and for OSIRIS-REx, as re-
ported by Berry et al. (2013). This fact will have consequences for the expected navigation signals, as will be
explained later in this section.

During the phase considered in the thesis, the PDP, the navigation is only based on navigation camera
readings, with punctual corrections (resets) based on Earth ground-based radiometric measurements. These
resets take place at the beginning of the phase, which means that the initial condition of the spacecraft for the
simulations is subject to uncertainties coming from this ground-based navigation. For the thesis, this error is
modelled following the navigation studies found in GMV (2017) for the DCP. The results of these studies can
be seen in Figure 5.3.

It must be noted that the navigation architecture associated with the plots shown in Figure 5.3 operates
in cycles of 7 days (roughly 170 hours). These cycles include four arcs referred to as Nav1 (72 hours), Sci2
(22h), Sci3 (50h) and Sci4 (24h). As explained in Section 2.1 and shown in Figure 2.2, the full DCP consists of
two cycles (14 days). A detailed description of the operational strategy during this phase is out of the scope
of the thesis, however it is relevant to note that there is a data cut-off 48 hours before every manoeuvre. This
implies that the ephemeris used as initial condition for the propagation of every subsequent manoeuvre has
a knowledge error as indicated by the green dots shown in Figure 5.3, which represent the knowledge error
at the time of data cut-off propagated until the manoeuvre epoch. This uncertainty will be used as the initial
value for the navigation performance models implemented in the thesis. As seen in the figure, these values
for position range from 30 to 90 m and from 0.4 to 0.9 mm/s (1-σ). The highest values (90 m and 0.9 mm/s)
will be used as the 1-σ value of the initial navigation error magnitude distribution for position and velocity
respectively.

The other relevant information coming from Figure 5.3 is the expected state vector dispersion of the actual
DCP trajectory with respect to the nominal one. This information, given by the red line of the figure, will be
used as an error source at the beginning of the PDP with respect to the reference DCP trajectory shown in
Figure 2.2. These dispersions range from 100 to 500 m and 3 to 5 mm/s (1-σ) during the long DCP arcs.

Figure 5.3: Earth ground-based navigation study signals for the DCP (GMV, 2017).
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Figure 5.4: Feature tracking image processing algorithm tested on real Lutetia asteroid images taken by Rosetta (Pellacani et al., 2017).

The highest values (500 m and 5 mm/s) will be used as the 1-σ value of the initial dispersion magnitude
distribution for position and velocity respectively.

Since there will be no Didymos surface maps available from previous phases, the navigation during the
PDP will be entirely based on the tracking of the relative movement between surface features in the flow of
optical images taken. This relative movement will be used to reconstruct the motion of the spacecraft with
respect to the asteroid. An example of the "feature tracking" algorithm can be seen in Figure 5.4.

This kind of navigation is specially challenging, since the information the filter receives is incomplete: it
has an unknown scale factor (Bayard and Brugarolas, 2008). This factor comes from the lack of measurements
in the radial direction: since the "size" of the features cannot be tracked from image to image, relative motion
between the point features can be caused by either a purely radial displacement or a combination of lateral
and radial. This uncertainty would be solved by the use of an altimeter, as already suggested in this section.
However, this method presents an advantage over the Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU)-only navigation sce-
nario: errors do not grow in an unbounded fashion (Bayard and Brugarolas, 2008). With this technique, errors
build up within certain bounds until a ground-based navigation "correction" is done and the initial naviga-
tion error estimate is reset. In this scenario, the navigation filter does not improve the knowledge of the initial
estimate over time as it usually does for other navigation techniques, but rather controls and minimises the
estimation errors until a "reset" can be done (GMV, 2017; Pellacani et al., 2017).

One example of this kind of navigation signal can be seen in Figure 5.5. This example will be used as a
reference when creating the performance models for the Navigation subsystem. The magnitudes of the 1-σ
errors observed in the plot (in red) and their behaviour will be used to generate the navigation signals of the

(a) Spacecraft position knowledge error. (b) Spacecraft velocity knowledge error.

Figure 5.5: Relative navigation signal example for feature tracking algorithm in the Didymos system (Pellacani et al., 2017).
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model. Note the dependency of this 1-σ estimation with time and the impulsive manoeuvres. The latter will
not be considered in the modelling, since they are caused by the manoeuvres but do not affect impulsive ones.
This is consistent with the available current knowledge about the performance of this kind of navigation at
this stage of the mission development.

It must be noted that this kind of navigation is extremely dependent on the illumination conditions of the
surface whose features are tracked. For this reason a strict requirement for the Sun-asteroid-spacecraft phase
angle (α) is set as:

0° ÉαÉ 100° (5.19)

Besides, the navigation within the allowed phase angles is not equally favourable for all of them. There is
a strong dependency between the phase angle and the navigation errors expected, as the algorithm perfor-
mance progressively degrades with sub-optimal lighting conditions. This phenomenon can be seen in Figure
5.5, causing the variation of the 1-σ estimate with time. This fact will be considered in the implementation of
the navigation performance models, in Section 7.1.3.





6
NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES

In this chapter a description of the numerical techniques that were used during the thesis and the rationale
behind their choice will be given. In Section 6.1, the MIDACO commercial optimisation tool working prin-
ciple, its main features and advantages will be described. In Section 6.2, the numerical integrator chosen to
solve the Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE)s that describe the motion of the thesis’ bodies will be pre-
sented. In Section 6.3, the interpolation numerical scheme used will be briefly described.

6.1. OPTIMISATION
A problem of trajectory design is, essentially, a problem of optimisation subject to different constraints and
requirements. Typically, the objective function to minimise is the propellant consumption or, for the same
matter, the total increment of velocity given to the spacecraft. However, this is not always the case: some
problems have a different objective function or even several ones. Some of these alternative objective func-
tions can be the time of flight, the end-of-mission state vector, total radiation dose taken by the spacecraft
during the mission, and in general, any mission design parameter. The classic optimisation problem can be
read as:

minimise f(x) such that


geq (x) = 0

gi neq (x) Ê 0
xlb É x É xub

(6.1)

where f(x) is the vectorial objective function, geq (x) is the vectorial equality constraint function, gi neq (x) is
the vectorial inequality constraint function and xub and xl b are the lower and upper boundary constraints for
the vector of optimisation variables.

For this project, and compliant with the trajectory generation procedures part of the operational baseline
of AIM (ESA-CDF, 2014; ESA-ESTEC-AD1, 2016; ESA-ESTEC-RD27, 2016), an off-line trajectory optimisation
algorithm is required. This will be used for the generation of the reference trajectory that the guidance sub-
system will try to follow until the deployment of the ASPECT cubesat. The requirements and constraints that
apply to the reference trajectory generation and to the cubesat deployment design problems were described
in Sections 4.1 and 4.2.

For the problem at hand, three different objective functions were identified in Section 4.1. Multi-objective
problems are addressed using Pareto fronts as the one depicted in Figure 6.1, where the Pareto front of an
optimisation problem with two objective functions is shown. Note that the number of dimensions of these
fronts is not limited to two, in the thesis Pareto fronts of three dimensions will be presented with the third
dimension represented as a variable color for the solutions reported in a two-dimensional plot. These fronts
are formed by the non-dominated solutions of the feasible design space. It can be said that a solution x1

dominates a solution x2 in a problem with three objective functions if:
f1(x1) < f1(x2) and f2(x1) É f2(x2) and f3(x1) É f3(x2)

or
f1(x1) É f1(x2) and f2(x1) < f2(x2) and f3(x1) É f3(x2)

or
f1(x1) É f1(x2) and f2(x1) É f2(x2) and f3(x1) < f3(x2)

(6.2)
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Figure 6.1: Pareto front in multi-objective optimisation example (Saboori et al., 2013).

Equation (6.2) basically expresses that solution x1 dominates solution x2 if x1 has a lower cost than x2

for at least one of the objective functions and is not worse with respect to the remaining objective functions
(Saboori et al., 2013).

The problem at hand is essentially quite similar to most of the interplanetary trajectory optimisation
problems presented in the literature. In this sense, the objective functions are expected to be complex, with
several local minima that might make the use of local optimisers not ideal, since they tend to converge to
the local minimum that is closer to the given initial condition. Due to the difficulty in determining the initial
condition that would lead to the global optimum in this type of problem, the use of evolutionary algorithms
is recommended in the trajectory optimisation literature (Conway, 2010).

These techniques are based on a high-level methodical research of the design space. As advantages, these
techniques are robust, easy to use, they do not need the objective function to be differentiable, the initial
value has a really low impact on the final result and they aim directly at solving the problem. As disadvantages,
one should expect many evaluations or iterations for these methods and the convergence criteria is unclear,
which makes it difficult to tell whether the algorithm has found the true global optimum or not. Besides, these
algorithms scale poorly with the problem size, and become extremely slow for a large number of parameters.

The chosen optimisation tool, MIDACO, is a commercial optimisation software that uses an evolutionary
optimisation algorithm based on Ant Colony Optimisation (ACO) metaheuristics (Schlueter and Munetomo,
2016).

This method was chosen because it had shown the best performance in space trajectory optimisation
among the available optimisation suites. It holds the first and second records for the hardest ESA benchmark,
the full Messenger mission problem (Schlueter, 2017; Schlueter and Munemoto, 2014), outperforming all
the space trajectory optimisation methods distributed within ESA’s Parallel Global Multiobjective Optimizer
(PaGMO) suite 1. The description of this benchmark problem and more simpler ones can be found in Izzo
(2010). On top of that, MIDACO is available in many programming languages and its black-box architecture
was easy to implement in the software architecture of the thesis. However, MIDACO license-free software
version only allows the use of four optimisation variables. Since the problem at hand required eight variables,
the full software version was requested to Mr. Schlueter, who kindly granted a full license for the duration of
the thesis.

The use of ACO was firstly described for combinatorial optimisation. A later collaboration extended its
applicability to continuous problems (Socha and Dorigo, 2008). This latter work is the one in which the ACO
implementation found in MIDACO is based on.

To generate the ants, ACO makes use of a Probablity Density Function (PDF) that consists of the weighted
sum of several one-dimensional Gaussian PDF:

G i (x) =
k∑

l=1
w i

l · g i
l (x) =

k∑
l=1

w i
l ·

1

σi
p

2π
e
− (x−µi

l
)
2

2(σi )
2 (6.3)

1PaGMO documentation and free download are available at: http://www.esa.int/gsp/ACT/inf/projects/gtop/gtop.html
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Figure 6.2: Continuous multi-kernel Gauss PDF (Schlueter and Munetomo, 2016).

where w i
l is the weight of each Gauss function, σi is the standard deviation and µi

l is the mean of the Gauss

function. This function is characterised by these three values (w i
l ,σi ,µi

l ) that are given for every dimension

of the search domain (i ) and each number of kernels (k) of Gauss functions used to generate G i (x) (Schlueter
et al., 2009).

Figure 6.2 shows in thick blue the Gauss PDF G i (x) that results from applying Equation (6.3) in one of the
dimensions i for a kernel number k = 3. In orange, the individual Gaussian PDF g i

l (x) used to generate G i (x)
are shown.

An archive of the k best solutions sl is built as the iterations occur and these are sorted in decreasing
quality order (i.e.: s1 is the best solution found so far). The weights are then defined as:

w i
l =

(k − l +1)
k∑

j=1
j

(6.4)

As can be seen, the weighting function is linear with respect to l . This means that the better the solution
sl is, the higher the weight associated to it will be. New ants (solutions) are evaluated, and their associated
objective function values are compared to those in the solution archive, and if they are better than any sl , the
new solution is stored in the corresponding spot (following the explained order) and sk is discarded.

The standard deviations shown in Equation (6.3) are calculated as:

σi = distancemax(i )−distancemin(i )

# generation

distancemax(i ) = max
{∣∣∣si

p − si
q

∣∣∣}
distancemin(i ) = min

{∣∣∣si
p − si

q

∣∣∣}
 with p, q = 1, ...,k and p 6= q

(6.5)

And then, the mean is given directly by the components saved in the solution archive as:

µi
l = si

l (6.6)

Once the three parameters that describe the generation of a new ant have been defined, the actual algo-
rithm steps for one iteration/generation can be enumerated as follows:

1. With the previous iteration solution (initial guess if it is the first iteration), the µi
l is chosen as indi-

cated in Equation (6.6). Then the weights are calculated as indicated in Equation (6.4) and the standard
deviations as in Equation (6.5). The PDF distribution shown in Equation (6.3) can now be built.

2. A random number is generated using the newly created PDF function.

3. Repeat steps 1. and 2. for all dimensions i = 1, ...,n, and the new ant (snew
l ) is generated.
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4. Repeat steps 1., 2. and 3. for any number of ants. This number will be the number of ants per genera-
tion.

5. Evaluate solutions and go back to step number 1.

It must be noted that the algorithm described until now is a "basic" ACO as the one described by (Socha
and Dorigo, 2008). However, MIDACO includes many additions that increase the capabilities of the ACO
algorithm. These will be briefly described in the following paragraphs.

To enhance the constraint handling, convergence and general robustness of the algorithm, MIDACO
makes use of the Oracle Penalty Method (OPM). The method is based only on one parameterΩ, whose value
is directly linked with the objective function value. The parameter is meant to be set as close as possible (or
slightly above) the optimal value, which is of course tricky, since most of the times the optimal value of the tar-
get function is unknown a priori. For this reason, the implementation makes sure that the method performs
well even for bad Ω choices (Schlueter et al., 2009). A detailed description of the development, robustness
and performance of the method can be found in Schlueter and Gerdts (2010).

To enhance the global capability of the ACO algorithm, four new heuristic methods are included in the
MIDACO implementation:

• A dynamical sizing of the ant population per generation is done. This allows the algorithm to use more
ants for the most critical parts of the algorithm process.

• Single dimension tuning. For each generation, the best solution is locally optimised with small varia-
tions in all its dimensions. This helps when there is a large number of variables in one problem.

• A weighted average "best" ant is calculated from the solution archive. This solution is evaluated and
introduced in the solution archive if positive results are obtained.

• According to the fitness progress between two different consecutive generations of ants, the algorithm
enters a "final stage" mode in which local solvers are frequently called to try to solve around the current
best solution. If the local solver is not able to find a solution, then the set of solutions is reset and a
search around it is done, avoiding in this way getting stuck in that "current best solution".

Note that a further discussion of these heuristics methods can be found in the work done by Schlueter
et al. (2009).

6.2. INTEGRATION
As it will be later discussed in Chapter 7, MATLAB 2016b was chosen as the programming environment and
language in which the thesis tool was implemented. Since MATLAB includes many options as far as numer-
ical integrators go, and they are commonly used for astrodynamics propagations (Shampine and Reichelt,
1997), there was no need to implement an ODE integrator. The most commonly used for astrodynamics
are the solvers ode45, which is an explicit single-step Runge-Kutta (RK) of order 4(5), and ode113, which is
a variable-step, variable-order Adams-Bashforth-Moulton (ABM) Predict-Evaluate-Correct-Evaluate (PECE)
solver of orders 1 to 13. These methods are widely used due to their high accuracy at a low computational
cost.

The choice of integration scheme was based on an preliminary accuracy analysis carried out, as depicted
in Figure 6.3. The figure shows the end-epoch position accuracy for propagations of the AIM spacecraft un-
der all the system perturbations described in Chapter 3 for a period of five days. The reference end-epoch
position was obtained with a RK45 method and a relative tolerance setting of 2e −14, which is the minimum
value allowed by MATLAB. The use of the RK or the ABM with the lowest relative tolerance possible (2e −14)
as reference was assessed to be irrelevant for the case in question since they differed in the end-epoch state
position by less than 1e − 6 metres. Both methods would have been useful for the task at hand: assess the
decrease in accuracy (aiming at a millimetre-level accuracy) as a function of the computational time for the
two methods. It must be noted that the "errors" shown in Figure 6.3, are not the real errors that the method
introduce with respect to the reality, but with respect to the RK45 method with a relative tolerance of 2e −14.
However, the "reality" is expected to be a number of orders of magnitude closer to the result coming from
this reference than to the results coming from the cases analysed in the figure, which have higher relative
tolerances.
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Figure 6.3: Relative Tolerance effect on ABM and RK solvers assessment.

From the results seen in the figure, a relative tolerance of 1e − 9 on a ABM113 was chosen, as it yields
numerical errors on the order of millimetres, while notably reducing the computational time with respect to
the RK45 alternatives available in the MATLAB environment.

The ABM113 method uses the explicit Adams-Bashforth and the implicit Adams-Moulton forms pre-
sented in Equations (6.7) and (6.8) respectively to solve an ODE initial value problem of the form ẋ = f (t , x)
with x(t0) = x0.

x∗
n+1 = xn +h

k−1∑
j=0

β∗
j fn+ j−k+1 (6.7)

xn+1 = xn +h
k∑

j=0
β j fn+ j−k+1 (6.8)

where h is the step-size, k the number of steps of the methods, β j are constant coefficients of the methods
and fn = f (tn , xn).

The method is called PECE because it uses Equation (6.7) to predict x∗
n+1, which is then used to evaluate

f (tn+1, x∗
n+1) and inserted in the right hand side of Equation (6.8) to obtain the corrected value xn+1. The

function is then evaluated as f (tn+1, xn+1) and the local truncation error can be estimated as (Ashino et al.,
2000):

en+1 ≈
Cp+1

C∗
p+1 −Cp+1

(xn+1 −x∗
n+1) (6.9)

where Cp+1 are the corresponding error constants of the methods associated to the method’s order p.
The evolution of this truncation error is closely monitored during the integration, and its value is used to

control the step size and the order of the ABM113 algorithm in every step (Shampine and Reichelt, 1997).

6.3. INTERPOLATION
To obtain values that lie within two nodes of the discretisation grid of a certain data set, interpolation is
required. Depending on the nature of the data set and the grid resolution, different interpolation techniques
are better suited for this task.

In the problem at hand, interpolation is only used to to obtain the state vector of Didymoon around Didy-
main, which is tabulated in a previous integration. The state vector of the moon is tabulated with a high
epoch density, which makes interpolations more likely to yield acceptable errors. As a compromise solution
between the available methods in MATLAB, linear interpolation was chosen, since it yielded errors of less
than a meter (< 0.1% of the nominal Didymoon radius aMoon = 1180 m). These errors had negligible effects
on the propagation of the spacecraft’s state vector.
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Equation (6.10) shows how to obtain the value y at the point x, which lies between the points (x0, y0) and
(x1, y1), by means of linear interpolation.

y − y0

x −x0
= y1 − y0

x1 −x0
(6.10)

Simpler interpolation schemes, such as the ones that take the adjacent value to the queried one were
assessed to introduce errors that surpassed the one metre margin. More complex interpolation schemes, like
cubic spline interpolation, were assessed to increase the computational cost of the process too much when
compared to the negligible estimation accuracy improvements they offered.



7
SOFTWARE

In this chapter, the software tool implemented for the MSc thesis will be described. In Section 7.1 the soft-
ware architecture will be explained and in Section 7.2 the Verification and Validation (V&V) of the tool will be
presented.

7.1. ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN
In this section, the software architecture of the developed tool will be described at different levels. In Figure
7.1 the high-level architecture of the software implemented can be seen. In the following sections, the im-
plementation of the software blocks shown in the figure will be detailed. This explanation will cover all the
blocks that are part of the GNC subsystem, the implementation of the optimisation problem and the Monte
Carlo analysis scheduler design. The latter one includes the description of the implementation of the cubesat
deployment assessment algorithm described in Section 4.2. The post-processing block includes only simple
conversion and plotting functions that are not worth describing in detail.

As can be seen, the software consists of two main high-level environments: an optimisation one, in blue,
and a Monte Carlo scheduler one, in green. The former is in charge of obtaining the reference trajectory
targeting the ASPECT commissioning orbit that will be later fed into the guidance subsystem. Its implemen-
tation will be described in Section 7.1.2. The latter uses the optimisation outputs, OOpti mi sati on(t ), and the

Figure 7.1: High-level software architecture.
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uncertainties in some of the problem parameters (included in the parameter matrix P(t )) to launch a Monte
Carlo campaign. The campaigns are set through the mission planner block, which simply structures the pa-
rameters and inputs of the simulations. The implementation of this environment will be described in Section
7.1.4. The output matrix, O(t ), is later used for the final results presented in Chapter 8.

The GNC environment presented in red in Figure 7.1, embedded in the Monte Carlo scheduler, will be
described in Section 7.1.3.

The dynamics block, shown embedded in both the Optimisation and the GNC environments, will be de-
scribed in Section 7.1.1.

The choice of MATLAB as the programming environment for the thesis was greatly determined by the
need for a GNC simulator. Simulink offers a perfect package for this task, really well documented, easy to use
and widely used for this kind of task in the industry. As drawbacks it is a really slow language when compared
to C++ or Fortran. This drawback was considered not extremely relevant for the thesis, since the running
times of the simulations were always below one second. With the parallelisation and C++ compiling options
that MATLAB and Simulink include, the running times of the longest Monte Carlo runs were always kept
around 1 hour, a more than reasonable time for the task at hand.

The optimisation block was implemented in MATLAB 2016b with interfaces to the .mex functions in
which MIDACO is contained. The Monte Carlo scheduler block was programmed in Matlab 2016b with in-
terfaces with Simulink. The GNC block was implemented in Simulink 2016b. The dynamics block was imple-
mented in Simulink 2016b. All of the programmed functions use functions compatible with C++ compiling,
which makes simulations considerably faster.

7.1.1. DYNAMICS
The architecture implemented in the dynamics block can be seen in Figure 7.2 and the one of the perturba-
tions block in Figure 7.3.

The grey trapezoidal boxes make reference to dynamical parameters characteristic of the different celes-
tial bodies and the spacecraft. They are available at all times within each of the three different environments
presented. The values for these parameters have been presented in Table 3.1 for the asteroid system and Sun,
and in Table 2.1 for the spacecraft. The rationale/source of these parameters was also provided in Chapters
3 and 2, respectively. Note that when an uncertainty margin is present for a parameter in Tables 3.1 and 2.1,
the nominal value is implemented and used for the simulations that are not part of the Monte Carlo analysis.

The initial condition for the Didymos system around the Sun, xSunM ai n(t0), is taken from SPICE for the
epoch July 1, 2022 Coordinated Universal Time (UTC).

The initial condition for Didymoon around Didymain, xM ai nMoon(t0), is set at the epoch at which the
injection from the DCP trajectory takes place (variable value). The nominal position is considered as θ(t0) = 0°
for this same epoch. The uncertainties are described in Table 3.1. The nominal value for the eccentricity is 0.
The nominal value for β0,Bod y = 0°, also set at the beginning of the PDP.

The initial condition for the spacecraft around Didymain, xM ai nSC (t0), is a point from the trajectory fol-
lowed in the previous phase of the mission (DCP). This state vector is obtained as a function of the time since
the beginning of the second cycle of the first DCP. A file with the history of state vectors with the form xDC P (t )

Figure 7.2: Dynamics block architecture.
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Figure 7.3: Perturbations block architecture.

is made available within the block. The time, which is one of the optimisation variables, is used to obtain the
initial condition by means of linear interpolation. The nominal value for the CR is 1.5.

The perturbations block introduces all the forces that are not part of the 2BP described by Didymain
and the spacecraft. To do so, the Sun and Moon state vectors with respect to Didymain are required in the
block. All the forces are calculated in the [P] reference frame, except the NSP which must be computed in a
fixed rotating frame around each of the bodies, [B1] and [B2]. All these forces are later transformed to the [I]
reference frame and added to the spacecraft state vector derivative ẋM ai nSC . Note that the definition of all
these reference frames was done in Section 3.2.

Note that Plm(x) are the not-normalised associated Legendre functions of degree l and order m. This is
consistent with the spherical harmonic coefficients used in the implementation of the NSP, which are also
not normalised.

7.1.2. OPTIMISATION WITH MIDACO
The architecture followed for the two-manoeuvres trajectory generation can be seen in Figure 7.4. All the
elements presented in Equation (6.1) are present in the formulation. It must be noted that the reason as to
why two arcs are followed during the PDP will be later explained in Chapter 8. Also note that the optimisation
architecture implemented would be classified under the "direct shooting" trajectory optimisation methods
according to the usual classification nomenclature used in the field (Stryck and Bulirsch, 1992).

For the algorithm to start, it is necessary to provide an initial condition for the optimisation variables x.
It is worth noting that the optimisation problem is formulated as a function of only eight variables (six ∆v
components and two t ). The upper and lower boundaries that apply to the optimisation variables are:
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]T

m/s
t f

 (7.1)

where the ∆v boundaries were set according to constraint ∆vmax, t1 takes values from the DCP timeline and
the 1800 s obeys the requirement SC-AUT-3.

With the time of the first deterministic manoeuvre t1, the DCP state vector history file is queried and
the initial condition for the transfer trajectory is obtained. Then, a first trajectory is integrated until the t f is
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Figure 7.4: Optimisation block architecture.

reached or until the spacecraft leaves the region delimited by a sphere of radius 10 km centred at the barycen-
tre of the system. This first trajectory is stored, since it will be later used for the constraint evaluation.

At a certain epoch (t2) during this first trajectory, a second deterministic ∆v2 is given. This new trajectory
is propagated until one of the two criteria that applied to the first arc is met. This second arc is also stored,
since it will be used for the constraint and objective function evaluation.
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g =
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Ê 0 (7.2)

It must be noted that in Figure 7.4, ti and t j are the discrete times at which the state vectors are outputted
by the integrator.

The implemented problem considers only five constraints (g1 and g2 are part of the same one), as shown
in Equation (7.2).

The violations of the g function are added for every epoch and the averaged constraint violation ḡ is cre-
ated and fed to the MIDACO software as shown in Figure 7.4.

It must be noted that the rationale behind these constraints and the values for the parameters found in
Equation (7.2) was already given in Section 5.2 for g1 and g2, and in Section 4.1 for the rest of the constraints.

For every epoch available of the second arc, the distance to the target point is calculated. The epoch at
which this distance is minimal is chosen as the deployment point in the current optimisation iteration, and
this distance value is used as the first objective function. The difference in velocity between the target state
vector and the velocity at the current deployment point is the second objective function. The third objec-
tive function is constructed by adding the norm of the deterministic ∆vs given. With these three objective
functions a global objective function must be constructed. The latter will be used by MIDACO to make the
internal decisions during the optimisation iterations, but will not be considered in the dominance criteria fil-
ter for the generation of the Pareto front. Since the only role of this global objective function is to "direct" the
optimisation evolution, the choice was to weight f1, f2 and f3 in such a way that variations of the end values
had more or less the same contribution to the objective function. The form of the global objective function
can be seen as:

f4 = w1 f1 +w2 f2 +w3 f3 (7.3)

For the first objective function, f1, a value lower than 10 m was assumed to be acceptable for the reference
trajectory. For the second objective function, f2, a value with a difference smaller than 1 mm/s to the lower
boundary shown in Figure 4.3 was assumed acceptable. Note that the reason why these values are a lower
boundary for the velocity difference was already explained in Section 4.2. These two values are obtained by
assuming an acceptable deviation in the reference trajectory of 5% from the typical deployment margins (200
m and 2 cm/s) that are shown in Table 4.1. These two values introduce a way to set the weight of the global
objective function, since both of them "must" have the same relevance in the global function.

For this reason, the following weights were set w1 = 1, w2 = 10000 and w3 = 1. The weight for f3 was set
in a way that it did not drive the optimisation process but was still relevant for the algorithm, so Pareto fronts
could identify different trajectory "families" according to the global ∆v of the manoeuvre. This was verified
by preliminary tests, that proved that higher weights for f3 led to convergence problems and an overall bad
quality of results. This was assumed to be due to the direct control that the algorithm has over the ∆v, since
they are part of the optimisation variables, as opposed to the more indirect control that has over the position
and velocity differences, f1 and f2.

The objective functions are then fed to the MIDACO software, which determines what to do next in the
optimisation process. Please note that the "target state vector" block implementation will be described at the
end of the section.

MIDACO working principle has been explained in Section 6.1. The basic output of the block is the decision
to either continue or stop the optimisation process. If the process does not fulfil any of the stop criteria
present in the software, the algorithm generates a new set of variables and the next iteration takes place. On
the contrary, if the optimisation stops, a file containing the Pareto points found during the process is created.
This Pareto front will be used in Chapter 8 to obtain the best trajectories.

The internal MIDACO parameters that control the stop criteria and the behaviour of the algorithm will be
explained later in this section.

TARGET STATE VECTOR

The algorithm implemented to calculate the state vector of a SSTO with a semi-major axis aSST O around the
Didymos system, can be summarised as follows:
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1. Obtain the eccentricity eSST O following Equation (4.2), and using the cubesat parameters described in
Table 2.1.

2. Obtain the state vector x1 of the pericentre of an orbit with semi-major axis equal to aSST O and eccen-
tricity equal to eSST O . It must be expressed in an inertial frame centred at the barycentre of the system.
This orbit can have any orientation (soΩ,θ,ω and i are free).

3. Calculate the angular momentum of this orbit, h1, and the vector that points from the barycentre of the
system to the Sun, RSun . Now calculate the angle between them as:

δ= arctan2(|a×b| ,a ·b) (7.4)

where a and b are any vector, and δ the absolute value of the shortest angle between them.

In this case a = h and b = RSun . The resulting angle is δ1.

4. Rotate the state vector x1 around the axis defined by h×RSun by an angle equal to δ1. This operation
will place the plane of the orbit perpendicular to the RSun vector. The resulting state vector is x2.

5. Calculate the angular momentum of Didymos around the Sun, hSunDi d ymos . Also calculate the eccen-
tricity vector e of the state vector obtained in the last step, x2, and its angular momentum, h2. Obtain
the angle between hSunDi d ymos and e using again Equation (7.4). This angle is δ2.

6. Rotate state vector x2 around h2 by an angle δ2. The resulting orbit state vector, xSST O , fulfils Equation
(4.3).

The vector xSST O is the state vector of the pericentre of a SSTO. It will be used to calculate the objective
function values of the optimisation process, as shown in Figure 7.4 and explained in Section 7.1.2.

MIDACO PARAMETERS

MIDACO software has several parameters that determine the behaviour of the algorithm and its performance.
The optimum values for these parameters are problem-specific, and thus they require specific tuning for
every problem implementation done.

In this section, MIDACO parameters will be described according to Schlueter and Munetomo (2016). Be-
sides, the typical values given to them during the optimisation campaign will be discussed.

• ACCURACY: MIDACO considers an inequality constraint to be feasible if g (x) Ê−ACCURACY. For the
cases considered an ACCURACY parameter of 0.00001 was used. This value was chosen considering
that on average, the integration of the trajectories yielded around 500 epochs, which translates to a
cumulative violation of 0.005. This translates into a maximum "peak" violation of 0.5%, considering
that the constraint functions were normalised as shown in Equation (7.2).

• SEED: This parameter defines the initial seed for MIDACO’s internal pseudo random number generator.
This allow MIDACO runs to be 100% reproducible. For the thesis, the number was varied a few times
to check the different Pareto fronts produced when global searches were done, as it will be reported in
Chapter 8.

• FSTOP: This parameter enables a stopping criterium based on the value of the objective function to be
reached. This parameter was not used during the thesis.

• ALGOSTOP: This parameter enables a stopping criterium based on the number of internal ACO restarts
without improvement of the objective function value. It is a good indicator of global optimality, al-
though for CPU-time expensive evaluations, it is usually not efficient. For this thesis, it was not imple-
mented due to the long times associated with its fine-tuning.

• EVALSTOP: This parameter enables a stopping criterium based on the number of function evaluations
without improvements of the objective function value. In this thesis, good global optimal conditions
were observed to be consistently reached for any run with the nominal parameter set-up and a number
of function evaluations lower than 100000. The quality of the global solutions was assessed based on the
Pareto fronts obtained and the objective function values. This was possible because there are known
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lower ("ideal") boundaries for the objective function values (0 m for the position difference and the
values shown at the pericentre in Figure 4.3 for the velocity difference). The EVALSTOP parameter was
set to 100000, but was usually overrode by a manual stop.

When local optimisation was carried out, the process was always manually stopped.

• FOCUS: This parameter forces MIDACO to focus its search process around the current best solution.
Its value is used to reduce the upper bound of the standard deviation used by the algorithmσi /FOCUS.
This parameter is specially useful for refinement runs. For the global optimisation stage, a value of 0
was used, whereas for the local one values ranging from 1000 to 100000 were used.

• ANTS: This parameter allows the user to fix the number of ants (iterates) which MIDACO generates
within one generation (major algorithm iteration). This parameter must be used in combination with
KERNEL to tackle non-convex and difficult problems. A further discussion on both of them will be
given in the next paragraph.

• KERNEL: This parameter allows the user to fix the number of kernels within MIDACO’s multi-kernel
Gauss PDF. The kernel size corresponds also to the number of solutions stored in MIDACO’s solution
archive sl . A low number of kernels increases the risk of MIDACO getting stuck in a local optimum,
while a larger kernel number increases the chance of reaching a global optimum at the expense of
more computational time per generation. Both the KERNEL and ANTS parameter performance effects
are strongly problem-specific. The preliminary tests carried out to tune them showed that the problem
implemented required high values of both of them to guarantee that the algorithm did not get stuck in
a local optimum.

The KERNEL parameter was given a value of 40 and the ANTS one a value of 400 for the global optimi-
sation runs. For the local runs, both values were reduced to 10 and 100 respectively.

• ORACLE: This parameter sets the Ω value described in Section 6.1. For the thesis a value of 1000 was
used. This value is obtained using Equation (7.3) and assuming f1 = 200 m, f2 = 0.08 m/s and f3 = 6
m/s which are the maximum possible values for the objective functions that would allow the cubesat
deployment in only an ideal scenario.

• PARETOMAX: This parameter defines the maximal number of non-dominated solutions stored by MIDACO.
These solutions are called Pareto points. For the thesis, the value was set to more than than the number
that was usually found in the maximum number of evaluations, so that no non-dominated solutions
were lost in the process. A value of 300 was enough for all the cases.

• EPSILON: This parameter defines the precision used by MIDACO for its multi-objective dominance fil-
ter. A new non-dominated solution is only introduced in MIDACO’s Pareto point archive if at least one
of their objectives is at least 100∗EPSILON% better than the corresponding objective of any previous
solution. For the thesis, the default value of 0.001 was set. Only for problems with many objective func-
tions (more than four), it is recommended to increase that number to prevent slowing down MIDACO
internal calculation times.

• CHARACTER: This parameter allows the user to activate special treatment for discrete optimisation
problems. For the thesis, only continuous variables were used and thus this parameter was set to de-
fault (0).

7.1.3. GUIDANCE NAVIGATION AND CONTROL
In this section, the architecture implemented for the GNC block shown in Figure 7.1 will be explained. The
Simulink implementation of the block can be seen in Figure 7.5.

It can be seen that the spacecraft state vector coming out from the dynamics block is used for both the
navigation and the guidance blocks. The navigation feeds the state vector errors to the guidance block as
a function of the mission time. The guidance block makes use of information coming from the navigation
system and the pre-loaded reference trajectory to estimate the required manoeuvres. Also must be noted that
the position of the Moon with respect to Didymain is assumed to be known perfectly because its translational
dynamics are reduced to a 2BP with a high-level of accuracy and also because its effect on the guidance
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Figure 7.5: GNC block architecture.

manoeuvre estimation is small (and thus small errors would yield even smaller effects). These two facts were
also explained in Section 5.1.

Besides the spacecraft state vector with the added ∆v’s, the guidance block also feeds two logic signals
coming from the firing logic. These signals are used to reset the initial condition of the integrator of the dy-
namics block. This is done because integrators use the result of the previous epoch x(ti−1) as initial condition
to integrate ẋ(ti−1) and obtain x(ti ). The reset is required because in this case you are changing the initial
condition changes to x(ti−1)+∆v(ti−1).

GUIDANCE

The guidance block architecture can be seen in Figure 7.6. It can be seen that the estimation of the relative
position both present and future requires the the reference trajectory, xr e f (t ), the spacecraft position with
respect to Didymain as known by the navigation system, xN av (t ), the position of the Moon with respect to
Didymain, xM ai nMoon(t ) and the mission time, t .

The internal architecture of the estimation block can be seen in Figure 7.7. Note that the derivations and
explanations behind this guidance scheme were given in Section 5.1.

Once the estimation of the required relative speed magnitude, |δr̃(tmi n)|/tg o , that would close the posi-
tion gap, |δr̃(tmi n)|, in the available time, tg o = tmi n−t , is done, the∆v(t ) required is calculated as a difference
of the desired relative speed minus the current relative speed.

When the firing logic sends a "Yes" (1) command, the ∆v(t ) is added to the real spacecraft state vector,
whereas when the firing logic sends a "No" (0) command, the real spacecraft state vector is added to a 6x1
zeros vector.

The firing logic Simulink block can be seen in Figures 7.8 and 7.9. Note that the parameter "F i r i ngCond"
will be referred to as t f i r i ng from now on.

In Figure 7.9, the firing check block makes sure than only activation impulses are sent for the first epoch

Figure 7.6: Guidance block architecture.
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Figure 7.7: Estimation block architecture.

Figure 7.8: High-level Firing Logic block architecture.

Figure 7.9: Firing Check block architecture.

that the t f i r i ng is satisfied. Memory blocks store the first time the condition is met and keep feeding it back in
the close loop shown in the figure. The saturation block makes sure the signal does not grow without bounds,
which could eventually lead to numerical problems. The second "compare to constant" block only yields (1)
for the first time the condition is met, which ultimately drives the activation of the "AND" logical operator.

NAVIGATION

The navigation block architecture can be seen in Figure 7.10. Here, the block makes use of the reference
trajectory, xr e f (t ), and a set of statistical parameters to create the navigation signals that are later added to
the real spacecraft state vector, xr e f (t ). This creates the spacecraft state vector as known by the navigation
system, xnav (t ). The mission time, t f , is discretised in periods delimited by ti ,nav and ti+1,nav . For each of
these periods, the navigation error signal is assigned a nominal 1−σ= σi value.

The strong dependency between the phase angle,α, of the spacecraft position and the performance of the
navigation system was already explained in Section 5.2. This relation was implemented in the thesis software
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Figure 7.10: Navigation block architecture.

as a factor, ki (α), that multiplies the 1−σ value used to generate the navigation error models. For every
epoch, t j , of xr e f (t j ), the phase angle is calculated using Equation (7.4), with a = rDi d ymai nSun and b = rr e f .
The average phase angle ᾱ is calculated between the epochs ti ,nav and ti+1,nav and assigned to the 1−σ value
of that period, σi . The calculation of the factor ki is done as:

ki =


(( 30°−ᾱ

30°

)
0.2+1

)
σi for 0° É ᾱ< 30°

σi for 30° É ᾱ< 70°((
ᾱ−70°

20°

)
0.2+1

)
σi for 70° É ᾱ< 90°((

ᾱ−90°
10°

)
0.2+1.2

)
σi for 90° É ᾱ< 100°

(7.5)

It can be seen that four different performance sectors are identified. The nominal performance is ob-
tained between 30° and 70° because the illumination conditions are such that shadows are easily identifiable.
For lower angles, there is too much sunlight and the shadows can be barely seen. For higher angles, the per-
formance gets worse up to a 40% of the nominal performance for 100°. This is because the asteroid’s face in
the camera Field Of View (FOV) is mostly in shadows, as indicated in Pellacani et al. (2017).

The navigation signal is then created using two sampling times, set to 1000 s and 100 s. The fast one is the
one responsible of the "noise" seen in the navigation plots shown in the report, whereas the the slow one is
responsible for the big-magnitude error variations with time. The latter is the only one that is affected by the
correlation coefficient set in the navigation signal calculator block, ρ. Two parts of the error signal calculation
can be identified:

1. Slow sample time (1000 s): The time that lies between ti ,nav and ti+1,nav is divided in segments of
1000 s. An error value is assigned to each of these segments, ∆xp , where the subindex p identifies the
different segments. This error is generated obeying an uncorrelated normal distribution with µ = 0
and σ = kiσi . If there is a previous segment with an assigned error value, the value given to the next
segment is correlated using the relation expressed in Equation (7.6). This happens even if the segments
belong to different ti ,nav and ti+1,nav periods (i.e. they have different associated σi ).

∆xp,cor r =∆xp−1 +ρ(∆xp −∆xp−1) (7.6)

The parameter ρ was given a value of 0.18 that was obtained by a fine-tuning process to achieve the
most realistic signals according to the results presented and discussed in Section 5.2.

2. Fast sample time (100 s): A new signal is created using ∆xp,cor r as input. A ∆x value is generated every
100 s using a normal distribution with µ=∆xp,cor r and σ= 0.1kiσi .

Note that the 10% value comes from fine-tuning process that yielded the most realistic signal.

The resulting signal from step 2 is used as the navigation signal∆xnav (t ), since it includes the results from
both steps.

Note that the sample time of 1000 s corresponds to the time that is estimated to be required to generate
a navigation estimation based on vision-based feature tracking. This value was presented as the rationale for
a mission requirement in Chapter 2. Using a fast sample time came from the need of introducing a realistic
source of noise in the signal.
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7.1.4. MONTE CARLO SCHEDULER
In this section, the Monte Carlo scheduler design will be explained. Its role in the whole software architecture
is to launch the Simulink simulations with the generated set of parameters and save the outputs from these
simulations in a way that can be post-processed and analysed easily.

It is important to note that a Monte Carlo sampling method was chosen because the system variables are
extremely coupled and there is no easy way to deduct laws to describe this coupling. Between the random
sampling techniques available, a Monte Carlo one was chosen over the near-random orthogonal sampling or
Latin Hypercube sampling methods because of the easiness to implement the former one. Even though it is
less efficient in terms of uniform coverage of the variables for the same amount of runs, the method is well
accepted in the industry as a source of statistical confidence for the behaviour of complex systems.

As already explained in the beginning of this chapter, the Simulink model was implemented only using
functions compatible with C++ compiling. This enabled the use of the so-called "Rapid Acceleration Simula-
tion" option of Simulink, which together with the parallelisation of the simulations allowed for considerable
increase in the number of simulations done per Monte Carlo campaign.

The parameters used in each Monte Carlo run can be seen in Table 7.1. Some of the parameters that are
used in the Monte Carlo analysis are not directly characterised by a probability distribution, but a rather more
complex derivation. These derivations are given in the following paragraphs. Please note that the source and
rationale of the distributions were given in Chapters 2 and 3.

Table 7.1: Monte Carlo parameters.

Parameter Distribution and Parameters

aMoon Normal: µ= 1.18 km, σ= 0.03 km

eMoon Uniform: [0, 0.03]

θMoon(t0) Uniform: [0, 360] °

βMoon(t0) Uniform: [0, 360] °

βM ai n(t0) Uniform: [0, 360] °

mSC Normal: µ= 500 kg, σ= 50 kg

CR Uniform: [1, 2]

µDi d ymos See Equation (7.7).

µM ai n See Equation (7.7).

µMoon See Equation (7.7).

µM ai n,g See Equation (7.8).

µMoon,g See Equation (7.8).

xM ai nSC (t0) See Equation (7.9).

∆xN av (t ) See Section 7.1.3.

t f i r i ng See Equation (7.10).

∆vC RSer r or See 3r d point of "Injection

Assessment Procedure" below.

The gravitational parameter of the system is calculated using the "mass ratio", ε, and "total mass of the
system", mDi d ymos , parameters given in Table 3.1. With the distributions characterised in that table, a ε and a
mDi d ymos are generated for every Monte Carlo run. From those values, the different gravitational parameters
can be obtained as:

µDi d ymos =GmDi d ymos

µMoon = εµDi d ymos

µM ai n = (1−ε)µDi d ymos

(7.7)

The gravitational parameters known to the guidance system are generated with the "after DCP parameter
knowledge", κ present in Table 3.1. The values used inside the guidance system are:

µM ai n,g = κM ai nµM ai n

µMoon,g = κMoonµMoon
(7.8)
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Figure 7.11: Firing times geometry.

where κ is generated from a distribution generated according to the parameters provided in Table 3.1.
The initial condition for the AIM spacecraft is created as:

xM ai nSC (t0) = xDC P (t1)+∆v1 +∆vCommEr r +∆xDC Pdi sper si on (7.9)

where ∆vCommEr r is a function of the desired ∆v and characterised by the command errors introduced in
Table 2.1, and∆xDC Pdi sper si on is the state vector dispersion error that is characterised by the values presented
in Figure 5.3 and discussed in Section 5.2.

The ∆vCommEr r is calculated in the [D] reference frame, defined in Section 3.2. The error is calculated by
generating a magnitude error characterised by the parameter |∆vCommEr r | shown in Table 2.1 and adding it
to the z coordinate component of ∆v expressed in [D]. Then, this vector is rotated around the x̂D by an angle
characterised by the parameter∆γCommEr r in Table 2.1, and finally it is rotated again by a random angle from
0 to 360° around the ẑD axis. This vector is later transformed to the frame [I].

The∆xDC Pdi sper si on is calculated in spherical coordinates in terms of the magnitude of the dispersion and
the latitude, λ, and longitude, φ, angles of the error vector. The magnitude is generated following a normal
distribution characterised by the values discussed and given in Section 5.2. The angles can take random
values between 0° and 360° for λ, and between -90° and 90° for φ.

The∆xN av (t ) parameter is calculated as it was indicated in Section 7.1.3 for every Monte Carlo simulation.
The t f i r i ng parameter calculation, which is only used for the tuning of the three firings of the guidance

subsystem, is as follows:

t f i r i ng1 = [0,1](t2 −2 ·1800)+1800 s

t f i r i ng2 = [0,1](tmi n − t2 −3 ·1800)+ t2 +1800 s

t f i r i ng3 = [0,1](tmi n − t f i r i ng2 −2 ·1800)+ t f i r i ng2 +1800 s

(7.10)

where [0,1] indicates a random number taken from a uniform distribution between 0 and 1 and the 1800
seconds margin value is taken from the mission requirement SC-AUT-3, as stated in Chapter 2. This equation
distributes the first firing condition along the first arc, leaving margins at the beginning and at the end of the
arc. The second is then set along the second arc, leaving a 1800 seconds margin just after t2 and two margins
before tmi n . The 3600 s before tmi n are left in case the random process places t f i r i ng2 just at the end of the
segment, so there is still room for a third manoeuvre with 1800 s margin at both sides. The third firing is set
along the remaining second arc, leaving a margin after t f i r i ng2 and before tmi n . Equation (7.10) geometry is
depicted in Figure 7.11. Please note that the rationale as to why three firings are used will be given in Chapter
8.

The∆vC RSer r or parameter will be characterised in the final part of the section, where the cubesat injection
assessment implementation is described.
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INJECTION ASSESSMENT PROCEDURE

To determine if the injection has been successful or not, Equation (4.1) has to be evaluated progressively.
It is assumed that the term ∆xDepl oyment is composed only of the impulse given to the cubesat by the

spring CRS and associated errors, ∆vC RS +∆vC RSer r or s . Note that this assessment takes place in the [O] refer-
ence frame, defined in Section 3.2.

The following procedure will assess the injection manoeuvre:

1. Position margins, ie.: first three components of Equation (4.1), are checked. From Equation (4.1), the
position of the AIM spacecraft, xAI M , must fulfil the conditions:

{
rT +∆rM Ê rAI M

rT −∆rM É rAI M
(7.11)

To check these requirements, the equation of an ellipsoid is used:

(xT −xAI M )2

a2 +
(
yT − y AI M

)2

b2 + (zT − zAI M )2

c2 É 1 (7.12)

where a, b, and c are the position safety margins presented in Table 4.1 for the x, y and z coordinates
respectively.

2. As discussed in Section 4.2, the CRS injection velocity ∆vC RS must be set on-ground. The way to rep-
resent this operational constraint is to set the ∆vC RS after obtaining the reference trajectory. The opti-
mum∆vC RS can be chosen so that the cubesat velocity difference with respect to the target is minimised
by following Equation (7.13).


∆vC RS = 0.06

vT −vr e f (tmi n )∣∣vT −vr e f (tmi n )
∣∣ if |∆vC RS | > 0.06 m/s

∆vC RS = 0.04
vT −vr e f (tmi n )∣∣vT −vr e f (tmi n )

∣∣ if |∆vC RS | < 0.04 m/s

∆vC RS = vT −vr e f (tmi n) if 0.04 m/s É |∆vC RS | É 0.06 m/s

(7.13)

Note that Equation (7.13) takes into account the CRS deployment velocity upper and lower bounds
expressed in Table 4.2. Also note that the ∆vC RS is determined for each reference trajectory, i.e. there is
one ∆vC RS value for each Monte Carlo campaign.

3. The errors associated with ∆vC RS are generated for every Monte Carlo run and added to the original
vector, ∆vC RS +∆vC RSer r or s . The generation of these errors follows the same procedure as the one
described previously in this section for the ∆vCommEr r , but with the distribution parameters found in
Table 4.2.

4. As a last step, the cubesat deployment is considered successful if:{
vT +∆vM −vAI M Ê∆vC RS +∆vC RSer r or s

vT −∆vM −vAI M É∆vC RS +∆vC RSer r or s
(7.14)

To check the velocity safety margins expressed in Table 4.1, the following formulation of Equation (7.14)
is used:


Velocity magnitude margin Ê |vASPEC T |− |vT |
In-plane angle Ê ∣∣arctan2(ẏ ASPEC T , ẋASPEC T )

∣∣
Out-of-plane angle Ê

∣∣∣arctan2(żASPEC T ,
√

ẋ2
ASPEC T + ẏ2

ASPEC T )
∣∣∣ (7.15)

where vASPEC T is the velocity of the cubesat after the deployment vASPEC T = vAI M +∆vC RS +∆vC RSer r or s .

7.2. VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION
To prove that the software is ready to answer the research questions, the tool that has been implemented for
this thesis must undergo V&V. Besides, those blocks that are considered commercial software must undergo
an acceptance test. In this section, these processes applied to the different blocks of the model, and then to
the whole integrated system, will be described.
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7.2.1. VERIFICATION
Besides from the high-level blocks described in Section 7.1, there are a high number of lower-level unit
blocks that are frequently used across the different high-level functional blocks. These individual and single-
function blocks underwent a verification process that is summarised in Table 7.2. Note that these functions
were described in Section 7.1.

Table 7.2: Individual function block verification summary.

Function Method Status

Reference frame Random vectors were transformed and checked Verified

transformations against hand calculations.

Monte Carlo Scheduler A matrix of parameters was fed into the Simulink model and Verified

the parameter values were checked from the simulation output file.

SSTO Calculator Output state vector’s orbit was used to evaluate Equation (4.3), Verified

checked and compared to expected values.

Kep. Elements to Cartesian Visual inspection of hand-calculated output-input relations. Verified

Cartesian to Kep. Elements

Dynamical Perturbations Perturbations modelled were particularised for the Earth case Verified

and compared to the values given in Wakker (2015).

Firing Logic A simulation clock signal was fed into the block and the logic Verified

response was plotted against time to check the consistency.

Command Errors The magnitude and angle of the calculated command error vector Verified

was checked against statistically generated values.

DYNAMICS BLOCK

In this section, the verification carried out for the dynamics block will be explained. As mentioned in Section
7.1, the dynamics block is formed by a main 2BP with different perturbations added, TBP from the Moon and
Sun, SRP and NSP from Didymain and the moon.

For the verification, results obtained for a target state vector propagated during five days under the dif-
ferent perturbations were compared to the same propagations done by the NASA’s open-source software
General Mission Analysis Tool (GMAT).

The orbit parameters used for the verification are shown in Table 7.3. These parameters are set so that the
numbers obtained in the verification process are representative of the ones that will be obtained during the
thesis simulations. Typical propagation times for the thesis assignment will range from a few hours to a cou-
ple of days, and typical distances of the spacecraft to the Didymos system will range from tens of kilometres
to as close as three kilometres. As it is seen, conservative parameter values have been set for the verification
simulations.

Since the TBP from the moon could not be set up in GMAT (there were no SPICE ephemeris files available
for Didymoon), an analytical implementation of the TBP was used following the equations found in Dell’Elce

Table 7.3: Dynamics block verification parameters.

Parameter Value

Simulation time 5 days

aMoon 1180 m

aSC 3000 m

eMoon 0.01

eSC 0

iMoon 0°

θ0,Moon 0°
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Table 7.4: Dynamics block verification results.

Perturbation Deviation from GMAT result

2BP ¿ 1 mm

TBP Moon < 1 cm

TBP Sun < 1 mm

SRP ¿ 1 mm

NSP Main < 0.1 m

NSP Moon Non-tested

et al. (2016).
It must be noted that the verification results shown in Table 7.4 do not include NSP from Didymoon be-

cause GMAT does not allow such perturbation. However, numerically speaking, the block used for this per-
turbation is exactly the same one as the one used for the NSP from Didymain. Since the verification includes
this latter block, the NSP from the moon is considered verified together with it. From what is seen in the
table, the propagation accuracies obtained are satisfactory, since they are well below the resolution required
to assess the cubesat safety deployment intervals, which are close to 200 m. The block is considered verified.

To further test the implementation of the dynamics block, the results from Dell’Elce et al. (2016) as far as
the stability of the SSTO of the system were used as reference for the following set of test simulations.

The test objective is to prove that the current system model can simulate the behaviour of a spacecraft
in the vicinity of the system and, despite the differences between the two models (that are partly due to a
more accurate system characterisation), still be coherent with respect to the results presented in the work by
Dell’Elce et al. (2016), whose results are considered relevant for the AIM mission development. It could be
considered a validation of the dynamics block.

Moreover, most of the misalignments between the two models (paper vs thesis) are more relevant for
extremely close approaches to the system, since they are gravity related. This fact implies that the results
obtained with the developed software should be relatively similar for distances representative of the ones
that will be found during the thesis simulations, ranging from 3 to 10 kilometres.

In Figure 7.12, failure rates for different SSTO in the Didymos system are presented. The relevant values
from this plot are also found in the second column of Table 7.5 and can be compared to the values obtained
with the software coded for the thesis in the third column of the same table. It can be seen that the relative
difference between results is bigger the closer the spacecraft is to Didymain, and that there is a perfect match
for orbits beyond 9 km. Please note that the initial condition for the spacecraft are set according to the SSTO
conditions expressed in Section 4.2.

This behaviour was predicted previously in this section, and the difference in magnitude is explained by
the different characterisations given to the system in the two models:

Figure 7.12: SSTO stability for different semi-major axis values (Dell’Elce et al., 2016).
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Table 7.5: Dynamics block test results (1000 runs).

Semi-major axis [km] Failure Dell’Elce et al. (2016) [%] Failure Dynamics block [%]

1.8 2.4 0.0

4.7 13 9

6.25 75 70

9.0 100 100

• Dynamical parameters, including gravitational shape of the asteroids, are slightly different in both im-
plementations: in the work by Dell’Elce et al. (2016), they use a polyhedron gravity model. The ones
used for the thesis come from an ulterior characterisation activity of the binary system, thus they are
expected to be more accurate.

• The full coupling between the gravity fields of both asteroids has not been implemented in the software
for the thesis but it was included in the work by Dell’Elce et al. (2016). This coupling strongly affects the
NSP from the secondary and primary and the eccentricity of the system.

Besides these two strong differences in the modelling, there are other factors to consider when assessing
if the test was successful:

• Trajectories analysed in the test are not the ones that will be flown during the thesis.

• Typical propagation times for the thesis simulations will range from a few hours to a couple of days at
maximum, whereas the simulation time for this test was 400 days.

These two coupled factors have a huge impact in the effect that this difference in results shown in Table
7.5 has on the test of the block. Trajectories flown in the thesis will only be as close as 3 km with respect to the
system for few hours at most, so the big behavioural difference at this distance for 400 days will never become
a relevant effect in the thesis.

In conclusion, the dynamics block of the software is considered verified and ready to fully represent the
longitudinal dynamical behaviour of a spacecraft in the vicinity of Didymos in agreement with recent study
models of the system.

OPTIMISATION BLOCK

The tool that was chosen for the optimisation tasks in this thesis is MIDACO. Since this is a commercial tool,
it is considered already V&V. The only test to be performed corresponds to an acceptance test that confirms

(a) Pareto Front of the acceptance test function. (b) Objective function values map.

Figure 7.13: Acceptance test results.
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that the user is aware of the functionality of the toolbox and that this toolbox performs as expected. For this
purpose, a simple multi-objective problem will be solved with MIDACO.

f A = x2 + y2 (7.16)

fB = (x −1)2 + (y −1)2 (7.17)

And combining the two objective functions in Equations (7.16) and (7.17) into the one shown in Equation
(7.18).

fT = f A + fB (7.18)

To prove that the minimum point found by the software is accurate, the analytical solution to the problem
will be briefly discussed. From the local minima conditions, the possible optimum point can be found as
shown in Equation (7.19).

∂ fT

∂x
= 0 ⇒

(
x
y

)
=

(
1/2
1/2

)
(7.19)

Now, the sufficient condition for a minimum states that the Hessian matrix must be positive definite. This
can be checked as seen in Equation (7.20).

∂2 fT

∂x2 =
[

4 0
0 4

]
⇒λ1,2 = 4 (7.20)

Since both eigenvalues of the matrix are positive, it can be concluded that the Hessian of the target objec-
tive function is positive definite, and thus, the point obtained in Equation (7.19) is a local minimum.

The results obtained with MIDACO can be seen in Figures 7.13a and 7.13b. From these plots, and com-
paring the results to the analytical ones, it can be concluded that the acceptance test has been successfully
carried out.

Whether the target problem was well implemented in MIDACO was checked by visual inspection of the
results yielded by the tool after one iteration for certain initial conditions. Due to the tool internal architec-
ture, the first iteration only evaluates the objective function and constraints for the initial conditions, which
allows to check their expected values.

GUIDANCE BLOCK

To verify the guidance subsystem, its behaviour in a simple case was tested. A particle in a constant force field
was guided along a reference trajectory. This reference trajectory was created in the same forcefield but with
an offset in its initial conditions.

Since the force field is constant, all the components of its gradient are equal to 0. This implies that, fol-
lowing the same procedure as the one followed in Section 5.1, the STM for this forcefield can be expressed as
indicated in Equation (7.21).

Φ=
[

I I · tg o

0 I

]
(7.21)

The initial conditions for the two particles can be seen in Equations (7.22) and (7.23).

xRe f =
(

0 0 0 10 m/s 0 0
)T

(7.22)

xC haser =
(

100 m 0 0 11 m/s 0 0
)T

(7.23)

Because of the form of the STM and the lack of uncertainties in the dynamical model, only one corrective
manoeuvre is required to hit the target at the nominal end-of-mission time. This is shown in Figure 7.14. It
can be seen how the dispersion grows at a rate of 1 m/s from a position offset of 100 m, which is the difference
in the initial conditions, and how the guidance subsystem corrects this growing dispersion with just one
manoeuvre at ti mpul se = 300 s.

After the test conducted, the guidance subsystem is considered verified.
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Figure 7.14: Dispersion of the simulated particle trajectory with respect to the reference one.

NAVIGATION BLOCK

As stated in Section 7.1, the function of the navigation block is to mimic the error signal that the navigation
subsystem of a spacecraft such as the one flown in this mission would have during close proximity operations
around a binary asteroid. This block receives an input epoch which is used to query the navigation signal
previously generated, obtaining the corresponding navigation error. The verification of this block implies
verifying that the signal created is coherent with the inputs given for its generation and with a reference
navigation model.

The first step described in the previous paragraph was done by calculating the 1-σ and mean of the dis-
tributions used as base for the navigation errors. These values were compared to those used as input for the
model generation. This part of the verification was successful.

To make the navigation signal more realistic and as explained in Section 7.1.3, variability of this error as a
function of the Sun-Asteroid-Spacecraft phase angle (α) was implemented. To verify this feature, a signal of
α was manually generated and its effect on the signal was checked.

As it can be seen in Figure 7.15, for a monotonously increasingα value, the factors that scale the 1-σ value
used to create the navigation signals correspond to the expected ones, as it would be obtained from Equation
(7.5).

Figure 7.15: Navigation error as a function of α verification.
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(a) Spacecraft position navigation signal. (b) Spacecraft velocity navigation signal.

Figure 7.16: Navigation signal for the reference trajectory targeting an SSTO with aSST O = 5 km.

Note that the black crosses in Figure 7.15 correspond to the mean factor values that will be used for the
generation of the actual error signal. This is done in this way because the error signal generation process is
discretised in a finite number of epoch intervals, as explained in Section 7.1.3.

The next step consisted in comparing the main characteristics of a generated error signal to a reference
navigation error signal taken from the literature. These two signals can be seen in Figures 7.16 and 5.5.

Both plots share the characteristics of optical camera based feature tracking navigation systems, which
were explained in Section 5.2. It is worth noting that the 1-σ values observed in Figure 7.16 include the α
dependency with respect the real reference trajectory that will be described in Section 8.2.

The navigation performance model is considered verified.

7.2.2. SYSTEM TEST
As a last step for the V&V of the software tool, a system test was carried out in substitution of what is usually
called system validation. A substitute is required because there are no available reference results to use that
are relevant for all the subsystems integrated in the model.

However, since it is crucial to determine whether the tool has been well implemented and whether it will
be able to answer the research questions, a relatively similar test must be designed and conducted.

Prior to the test, all the blocks were integrated in the Simulink environment and the interfaces between

Figure 7.17: Initial characterisation phase Rosetta trajectory around the comet 67P in August 2014.
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Table 7.6: Dynamic parameters for the system test scenario.

Parameter Value

µ67P 666.226 m3/s2

mRoset t a 1613 kg

sRoset t a 66 m2

CR 1.5

them were verified as indicated in the previous section.
From what has been discussed before, the test objective was to prove that the software is able to model a

real spacecraft translational behaviour in a complex dynamical environment with a guidance system that is
robust to this environment and is able to guide the spacecraft along a desired reference trajectory.

The test used one of Rosetta trajectories flown during its Initial Characterisation Phase (ICP) in August
2014. The trajectory’s state vectors were retrieved from COSMOS, ESA’s SPICE website and integrated in the
system with the SPICE tool from the Navigation and Ancillary Information Facility (NAIF).

The actual Rosetta trajectories took place in a dynamically complex environment with perturbations dif-
ficult to characterise and that are not included in the software developed for this thesis. The misalignment
between the dynamics simulated and the real ones will make the spacecraft trajectory depart from the refer-
ence one taken from SPICE. The guidance system will therefore try to correct these dispersions in the state
vector, in a similar way (and for similar reasons) as in the simulations that will be conducted in the thesis
project.

The trajectory that is going to be used as reference can be seen in Figure 7.17 in red. It corresponds to the
sixth hyperbolic arc flown during the ICP of the Rosetta mission, which greatly resembles to the trajectories
that will be simulated in this thesis.

The dynamical model used to model the comet 67P and the Rosetta spacecraft can be found in Table 7.6.
The ephemeris for the comet 67P were also retrieved from SPICE NAIF. The only perturbations included in
the simulated dynamical model were the SRP and the TBP coming from the Sun.

In Figure 7.18 the dispersions caused by the differences in the dynamical models can be seen for a case
where no corrective manoeuvres were applied and for a case where three corrective manoeuvres were ap-
plied. As it can be seen, for a relatively short period of time as the one considered (slightly less than three
days), the dispersions reach a relatively high value of 40 m when they are not corrected. However, three im-
pulsive manoeuvres are enough to reduce this dispersion to 5 m.

Results obtained from this test were consistent with the implementation, and proved that the latter one
had been done successfully. The tool is considered tested at system and subsystem level and able to answer
the research questions stated in Chapter 1.

Figure 7.18: Deviations from the reference trajectory for a non-guided propagation (red) and guided one (blue).
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RESULTS

In this chapter, the results of the thesis simulations and the discussion about them will be presented. In
Section 8.1 the simulation set-up will be given. In Section 8.2 the generation of the reference trajectories will
be described. In Section 8.3, the timing of the stochastic manoeuvres will be tuned. In Section 8.4, the safety
of the trajectories will be assessed. Finally, in Section 8.5, the cubesat deployment success rate for a final
guidance configuration will be covered.

8.1. SIMULATION PLAN
The simulation plan to achieve the final results consists of basically a first trajectory design and optimisation
task followed by three different sets of Monte Carlo campaigns.

The simulation plan is as follows:

1. To evaluate the success rate of the deployment of the ASPECT cubesat, a trajectory must be designed
that takes the AIM mothercraft from a point of the previous phase to the deployment one. Because
of this, the first task is to design a trajectory that fulfils all the requirements and constraints that were
presented in Section 4.1. The optimisation architecture and the MIDACO parameter choices follow
what was described in Section 7.1.2. In particular, the presented results have a SEED parameter value
of 0. Besides, the nominal parameters for the spacecraft and the dynamical system, which can be found
in Tables 2.1 and 3.1, will be used. The reference trajectories obtained can be found in Section 8.2.

2. Once the reference trajectories are obtained, the uncertainties and dispersions of the system make the
deployment of the cubesat infeasible without the presence of guidance correction manoeuvres. The
need of stochastic guidance manoeuvres also unveils the need to determine the best times to carry out
these manoeuvres, since they drive the accuracy achieved at the deployment epoch. A Monte Carlo
campaign with all the system parameters as presented in Table 7.1 will be launched. From this, the
statistically optimal number of manoeuvres and the epochs at which they should be carried out, t f i r i ng ,
will be chosen.

3. Every generated trajectory must be safe to thruster malfunctions. The safety of the transfer orbit is
assessed as a function of the distance to the escape velocity, |v|− |vesc |, and to Didymain, dM ai nSC , and
Didymoon, dMoonSC . A Monte Carlo campaign is launched, in which the first injection ∆v1 is scaled
with a factor ranging from 1 to 0 to see its effect on the safety margins. The system parameters will
be set as presented in Table 7.1, except for the t f i r i ng . The same process is repeated with failure only
during the second deterministic impulse, ∆v2. For the latter one, the stochastic correction at t f i r i ng1

will be assumed perfectly given. This assessment should prove that injecting into the PDP following the
trajectories generated is safe in the sense that the spacecraft can trigger a safe mode before a collision.

4. A final Monte Carlo campaign with all the system uncertainties will be launched. The firing times,
t f i r i ng , for the guidance stochastic corrections will be set according to the previous simulation cam-
paign. The system parameters will be set as presented in Table 7.1, except for t f i r i ng . From this assess-
ment, the cubesat deployment success rate for the different trajectories will be calculated making use

57
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of the values presented in Table 4.1. Furthermore, the sensitivity analysis of the cubesat injection con-
ditions to the uncertainties, dispersions and command errors will be made, to identify the main cause
of dispersions in both deployment position and velocity.

All the simulations take place using initial conditions from the DCP history file provided by ESA. This file
includes the full-phase history (14 days) that will take place from midnight 01-07-2022 until midnight 15-07-
2022, both UTC. It must be noted however, that this DCP will take place after a first full DCP cycle, which will
begin 14 days before and that can not be interrupted by any activity that belongs to another phase.

Every Monte Carlo campaign was composed of 2000 simulations with the parameters for each of the cam-
paigns specified at the beginning of this section. The number of simulations was maximised as to increase
the statistical consistency of the results presented. Especially relevant is to note that statistical parameters
shown in the plots of this chapter are calculated for batches of 200 samples.

Propagation ends when the spacecraft reaches a distance of 10 km again or the simulation time hits t f =
72 h. These requirements were stated in Chapter 2 and explained in Section 4.1.

Collisions with Didymain and Didymoon are checked at every epoch of the simulation. If one of them
takes place, the simulation is interrupted and a warning flag is recorded in the log.

Other aspects of the simulation environment were already described in Section 7.1 or will be specifically
discussed in the following sections.

8.2. REFERENCE TRAJECTORY DESIGN AND OPTIMISATION
In this section, the reference trajectories obtained in the optimisation process will be presented.

Please note that the rationale as to why deployment points of SSTO of aSST O equal to 3, 5 and 7 km was
given in Section 4.2. Also in that section, the reasons why the pericentre was chosen as the deployment
point in all of them were also given. Trajectories that lead to deployment points with distance and velocity
differences lower than 200 m and 8 cm/s respectively will be assumed to be potentially feasible, although
lower values are expected. The distance value comes from Table 4.1, and the velocity one from the magnitude
error indicated in the same table plus the maximum CRS velocity increment, ∆vC RS , indicated in Table 4.2.

The requirements and constraints that apply to the trajectory design and optimisation process were pre-
sented in Section 4.1, and their implementation in the software was treated in Section 7.1.2.

As already mentioned in Section 6.1, MIDACO algorithm is a metaheuristic optimisation method. As
such, the trajectories identified during the optimisation process and shown in this section should be con-
sidered neither the "best" nor the only solutions that satisfy the requirements and constraints that apply to
their generation. There is however confidence in that they represent acceptable solutions that satisfy all the
constraints and could be used as reference trajectories in a real-operations scenario. Besides, they are also
assumed to be "good" solutions in the sense that the convergence of the optimisation algorithm around a
global best solution was used as a stopping criteria.

Although later discarded, the first optimisation campaign aimed at finding trajectories that only use one
arc during the entire mission. For these runs, the same constraints as the ones described in Sections 4.1

(a) One arc simplified geometry top view. (b) One arc simplified geometry side view.

Figure 8.1: One arc geometric limitations.
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Figure 8.2: Prograde and retrograde SSTO deployment conditions symmetry.

and 7.1.2 applied. However, after the first runs, it was proven that the phase angle and the end-of-mission
minimum distance constraints were too severe to allow trajectories to get closer than 1 km from the target
deployment point. This could be argued from a strictly geometric point of view, since the DCP trajectories
are too far from the system to allow a deployment in the terminator plane without hitting the phase angle
constraint cone before leaving the 10 km sphere around the system. A simplification of this geometry is
shown in Figure 8.1, where a hypothetical "best trajectory" under these conditions is represented in dark
green. It can be seen that the minimum distance between the trajectory and the target point, xT , is driven by
the phase-angle and the end-of-mission distance constraints.

Also note that even in the case that no end-of-mission minimum distance was required, the one arc ap-
proach would have had problems satisfying the position and velocity deployment conditions at the same
time. The velocity at the deployment epoch is required to be almost parallel to the target one for the deploy-
ment to be feasible, which is also incompatible with the one arc geometry. This fact will become more clear
when the results for the two-arcs trajectories are presented.

In the trajectory generation process, only the pericentre of prograde SSTO will be targeted. A SSTO is
called prograde in this report when its angular momentum vector, h, points towards the Sun. This decision
was taken based on the symmetry that the DCP trajectory (used as initial condition for the PDP trajectory
generation) offers with respect to the orbital plane of Didymoon and the target deployment state vector, xT .
As seen in Figure 2.2, during the DCP the spacecraft describes an hexagon-shaped trajectory that can be de-
composed in a lower and upper trapezoids. If seen from the Sun-asteroid direction, the lower trapezoid is
first flown by the spacecraft in clock-wise direction. When the first one is completed, the spacecraft describes
the upper trapezoid in a counter-clock-wise direction. As shown in Equation (4.3), the pericentre of the tar-
get SSTO changes from the upper to the lower side of the orbital plane between the prograde and retrograde
cases which leaves the velocity direction unchanged. This means that the exact same trajectory generation
conditions can be found by injecting the spacecraft from DCP trajectory points that are symmetric with re-
spect to the plane described by the orbit of Didymoon when going from the prograde to the retrograde case,
as shown in Figure 8.2. This rationale was tested by optimisation runs that proved it right by finding only
solutions that were symmetric to the ones reported in this section.

In Figure 8.3, the Pareto fronts obtained for the global and local optimisation of a trajectory that deploys
the cubesat at the pericentre of an SSTO with aSST O = 3 km is shown. In Figure 8.3a, three different predom-
inant colors can be seen in the global run of the MIDACO algorithm. These colors link the solutions found
with different ∆v values, which can also be assumed to identify different "families" of solutions. The term
"family" is used here to refer to trajectories that are similar in all their optimisation variables. The optimisa-
tion algorithm usually gets stuck in these families and "travels" along them, which ends up describing Pareto
fronts as the ones seen in Figure 8.3a in the cases where these families are not dominated by others found
later.

It must be noted that the solutions described by the family of red dots in Figure 8.3a is of no operational
interest due to its large distance and velocity differences, and could have been discarded straight away. Its
presence can be explained by the extremely low ∆v that the trajectories in that family present, which clearly
dominates any operationally feasible solution.
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(a) Global optimisation. (b) Local Optimisation.

Figure 8.3: Reference trajectory optimisation for ASPECT deployment in a prograde SSTO with aSST O =3 km.

The family of feasible solutions is plotted in blue, with∆v around 2.6 m/s. A third family, cheaper in terms
of ∆v but not promising in terms of velocity difference magnitude is seen in green.

From the results seen in Figure 8.3a, trajectories that belong to the operational feasible family were chosen
to carry out a local optimisation campaign, whose results can be seen in Figure 8.3b.

From there, the trajectory that will be used as reference when targeting a deployment at a SSTO with
aSST O = 3 km is chosen. Since the point chosen according to the weighted global objective function (de-
scribed in Section 7.1.2) is close to the upper allowed margin for the deployment velocity difference mag-
nitude, another "backup" trajectory of the same family was chosen. For this secondary trajectory, miss-
distances of up 100 m were allowed, so the velocity difference magnitude could go slightly lower.

This "sacrifice" in end-position accuracy is justified by the enhanced performance that the guidance
shows at following the reference position as opposed to following the reference velocity. The rationale be-
hind this idea was already explained in Section 5.1 and will be further developed in the following sections.

Both trajectories and the objective function values associated to them are shown in Table 8.1, where f1, f2

and f3 are the values shown in the x-axis, y-axis and color bar of Figure 8.3, respectively. Also note that the
tmi n value indicates the epoch at which the deployment takes place. From what was shown in Figure 4.3 and
what was discussed in Section 4.2, there is a lower bound for the magnitude of the difference between the
spacecraft velocity and the deployment one. This lower boundary can be read from Figure 4.3 to be close to
0.038 m/s. To this value, one must add the 0.02 m/s margin that is imposed by the requirements specified in
Chapter 2. This means that theoretically, the optimisation could have reached a value as low as 0.058 m/s, but

Table 8.1: Chosen reference trajectory initial conditions and objective function values for aSST O = 3 km, expressed in [I].

Trajectory aSST O = 3 km, Nominal aSST O = 3 km, Backup

∆v1

[
0.963 - 0.715 - 0.636

]T
m/s

[
0.963 - 0.715 - 0.636

]T
m/s

t1 1073296.6 s 1073235.9 s

∆v2

[
- 0.734 0.875 0.634

]T
m/s

[
- 0.734 0.876 0.642

]T
m/s

t2 6767.5 s 6768.5 s

f1 9.4 m 97.1 m

f2 0.078 m/s 0.071 m/s

f3 2.664 m/s 2.669 m/s

tmi n 16950.1 s 16829.2 s
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instead both the nominal and backup trajectories have values well above this lower limit. The explanation for
this can be found in Figure 8.4, where the constraints applied during the optimisation process are presented
as a function of the mission time for all the reference trajectory families that will be identified in this section.

The trajectory for aSST O = 3 km is limited by the distance to Didymain and Didymoon and the margin
to the escape velocity constraints. These three constraints reach the limit value at some point during the
mission time, which indicates that the optimisation algorithm is moving along that constraint in its search
for the optimum point. From the fact that MIDACO did not find any result better than the ones presented
here, it can be concluded that the constraints mentioned were limiting the search space too much, either by
leaving outside "better" points or by creating a non-convex search space in which the algorithm could not
advance further within the allowed maximum number of function evaluations explained in Section 7.1.2.

In Figure 8.5, the optimisation process for the reference trajectory targeting a SSTO with aSST O = 5 km
is shown. When compared to the results obtained for aSST O = 3 km, it can be seen that the convergence of
the algorithm to the "best" family is quite straightforward, since the process does not generate other non-
dominated families. In Figure 8.5b, the local optimisation run used to choose the point that will be used
as reference trajectory can be seen. It must be noted that MIDACO features a local optimisation mode that
switches on when the algorithm detects that has found a relatively convex region potentially containing opti-
mum points, as it was explained in Section 6.1. For this reason, the local optimisation runs carried out aimed
at increasing the density of the Pareto fronts in the objective function margins desired rather than actually
making the algorithm advance further.

In Table 8.2 the trajectory chosen for the deployment at aSST O = 5 km is presented. This trajectory gets
closer to the objective function theoretical value predicted by the lower limit shown in Figure 4.3. For aSST O

= 5 km, this limit is slightly higher than 0.05 m/s which is similar to the achieved 0.051 m/s. In this case,
the safety distance to Didymain is not an active constraint for the family found, what allows the injection of
the spacecraft into a second arc whose velocity gets much closer to the desired one at the deployment point.

Figure 8.4: Reference trajectory families constraint values.
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(a) Global optimisation. (b) Local Optimisation.

Figure 8.5: Reference trajectory optimisation for ASPECT deployment in a prograde SSTO with aSST O =5 km.

However, it must be noted that the spacecraft margin to the escape velocity is still an active constraint for this
family of trajectories, as seen in Figure 8.4.

In Figure 8.6, the Pareto fronts associated to the global and local optimisation runs for trajectories that
allowed the cubesat deployment at aSST O = 7 km are shown. From what can be seen in the figure, three
different families are identified. In contrast with the alternative families found for the case aSST O = 3 km, all of
these families have potential to achieve a successful deployment since their distance and velocity differences
are within the upper margins that were specified for the cubesat deployment.

The first family, presented in dark blue, has ∆v’s of around 3.5 m/s. This family also presents the "best"
objective function values in terms of position and velocity difference. Again, the lower limit for the veloc-
ity difference, found around 0.047 m/s as deducted from Figure 4.3, is accurately met by this family, which
presents values around 0.048 m/s for close-to-zero distance differences. This is again due to the lack of active
constraints besides from the one associated to the margin to the escape velocity one, as seen in Figure 8.4.
The local optimisation Pareto front for this family can be seen in Figure 8.6b. Note that this local run was
carried out to increase the density of the Pareto front around close-to-zero distance differences values. This
was not required for the other families found in Figure 8.6 since their regions were already densely populated.

The second family, presented in light blue, has ∆v’s of around 2.6 m/s, which resembles a bit more to the
values found for the trajectories which targeted orbits with aSST O = 3 and 5 km. This family presents worse
velocity difference values, while providing a decrease in the overall∆v, which translates into mission benefits
like fuel savings and decreased thruster failure risk.

Table 8.2: Chosen reference trajectory initial conditions and objective function values for aSST O = 5 km, expressed in [I].

Trajectory aSST O = 5 km

∆v1

[
0.958 - 0.737 - 0.468

]T
m/s

t1 1086362.6 s

∆v2

[
- 0.757 0.874 0.523

]T
m/s

t2 6800.3 s

f1 4.2 m

f2 0.051 m/s

f3 2.566 m/s

tmi n 30147.4 s
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(a) Global optimisation. (b) Local Optimisation

Figure 8.6: Reference trajectory optimisation for ASPECT deployment in a prograde SSTO with aSST O =7 km.

The third family, presented in red, has ∆v’s of around 1.3 m/s. It also shows worse velocity difference
values and slightly worse position accuracy.

According to the criteria based on the upper margin for the distance and velocity differences presented at
the beginning in this section, these two families also present potentially feasible deployment scenarios. This
potential will be studied in the following sections. The objective functions and optimisation variables that
characterise these trajectories can be found in Table 8.3.

A 3D view of the reference trajectories created in this section can be seen in Figure 8.7. The rationale as to
why the reference trajectories have that similar shape can be inferred as follows:

• The second arcs are contained (or close to contained) in the terminator plane of the system. Since one
of the best ways to minimise the difference in velocity between the spacecraft and the target deploy-
ment point is to make the two vectors parallel, this result was expected. This fact also explains the
orientation of the second arc and its shape, which is determined by the minimum speed allowed by the
margin to escape velocity at the deployment point.

• The first arc brings the spacecraft from a point of the (given) DCP trajectory to the already characterised
second arc. In this sense, this first arc only drives the ∆v objective function, but must also satisfy the
constraints used during the optimisation, which were described in Section 7.1.2. Especially relevant to
note is that some of these constraints are checked for the propagation of the first arc as if there had not
been any second deterministic manoeuvre. The shape of these first arcs is strongly affected by this fact,

Table 8.3: Chosen reference trajectory initial conditions and objective function values for aSST O = 7 km, expressed in [I].

Trajectory aSST O = 7 km, 1st family aSST O = 7 km, 2nd family aSST O = 7 km, 3rd family

∆v1 [m/s]
[

0.993 - 0.998 0.920
]T [

0.970 - 0.848 - 0.430
]T [

0.002 - 0.498 - 0.188
]T

t1 [s] 85615.4 1100878.5 1022097.8

∆v2 [m/s]
[

- 0.975 0.990 - 0.930
]T [

- 0.792 0.966 0.509
]T [

0.195 0.601 0.257
]T

t2 [s] 7650.7 6119.0 16614.9

f1 [m] 5.9 2.3 18.3

f2 [m/s] 0.048 0.050 0.053

f3 [m/s] 3.354 2.706 1.215

tmi n [s] 15009.1 51477.2 54319.7
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in particular in relation with the constraint that checks the safety distance to Didymain, which does not
allow hyperbolic trajectories to have low pericentre heights.

On top of that, no impulses are given from the lower part of the DCP trapezoid because they would
violate the distance constraint. Also, the vertical sides of the DCP have a big z component that is not
desired for the deployment, since it happens in a direction almost perpendicular to z.

Besides, a number of points should be noted about the different families found:

• The consistency of the optimisation algorithm is highlighted by the fact that for the three different
orbit heights, aSST O = 3,5 and 7 km, orbits that share the same shape are found, and they all are non-
dominated. This means that the rationale that makes each one of them non-dominated, still applies
from one to the other, despite the slightly different conditions. MIDACO is able to reach these solutions
despite these differences. The similarity between these trajectories can also be seen in the reported ∆v
values reported for them in Tables 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3.

• The 1st family trajectories for the aSST O = 7 km case show a distinctly different behaviour. The absence
of this family in the rest of cases is explained by the fact that it emanates from the DCP arc that lies in the
plane of Didymoon orbit. As such, and due to basic geometry, the spacecraft gets closer to Didymain
during the first arc of the PDP, as it can be observed in Figure 8.4. When the target point is at 7 km, this
distance to Didymain never gets below 2 km, but if the target is lower, i.e. 3 or 5 km, the safety distance
to Didymain constraint is violated, what prevents MIDACO from reaching those solutions.

• The 3rd family also shows a slightly different behaviour. From what is seen in Figures 8.4 and 8.7, the
second arc of this family looks quite similar to the one of the second arc of the 2nd family. The only
difference is that in the 3rd family the spacecraft is injected in a point of that arc that is closer to the
deployment. As seen in the projections of Figure 8.7 and in particular in the projection in the XY plane,
all the first arcs have the same orientation with respect to the normal to the terminator plane of the
system, except the one of the 3rd family, which forms the same angle but negative. In conclusion, the
normal to the terminator plane is an axis of symmetry of the first arcs of the 2nd and 3rd families. That
orientation of the initial velocities with respect to the impulses seems to be optimal in terms to ∆v for
any given family. On the other hand, the 3rd family geometry brings the spacecraft closer to Didymain,
as seen in Figure 8.4, which makes these trajectories infeasible for the aSST O = 3 and 5 km cases.

8.3. STOCHASTIC GUIDANCE TUNING
As mentioned in Section 8.2, five different families of trajectories were identified during the trajectory design
and optimisation process. The nominal trajectories within these families will be used for fine-tuning of the
stochastic firing times.

It must be noted that for each t f i r i ng , the firing allowed times were discretised in ten groups to average the
effect of other sources of uncertainty in the results. This is imposed by a constraint in the number of Monte
Carlo runs that could be run within a reasonable computational time and memory margins. Also note that
removing these sources of uncertainty would have reduced the reach of the study, since this analysis aims
at obtaining the firing conditions that create the most robust deployment strategy with respect to the uncer-
tainties themselves. This approach reduces the resolution of the analysis done, but increases the consistency
of the choices made for a given number of Monte Carlo runs.

In the following paragraphs, the number of stochastic manoeuvres given will be discussed. Next, the
t f i r i ng tuning process for the final number of manoeuvres will be described.

The analysis carried out to determine the optimum number of manoeuvres and their schedule showed
the same trends and behaviour with respect to the number and timing of the manoeuvres. For this reason,
and to avoid a large amount of not really insightful plots, the qualitative analysis of this section will only be
done for the trajectory that targets a SSTO with aSST O = 5 km. In any case, the optimum firing times for all
the trajectories reported in the previous section will be given.

8.3.1. NUMBER OF STOCHASTIC CORRECTIONS
The study started with the parametrisation of the possible t f i r i ng as a function of their position along the
trajectory, as it was described in Section 7.1.4. The use of only one manoeuvre was ruled out, since it was
assessed to only yield infeasible deployment scenarios. Two distinct cases are found for one manoeuvre:
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• t f i r i ng < t2: When the stochastic manoeuvre takes place before the injection into the second arc, the
estimation that the guidance scheme is able to make of |δr̃(tmin)| becomes really poor, since the lin-
earised estimation gets worse for distant epochs. This firing schedule yields too big values for end
position dispersion, which is always greater than the allowed margins shown in Table 4.1. Besides, the
errors induced by the deterministic manoeuvre at t2 are not corrected at any point, which enlarges the
expected end miss-distance. On the other hand, the manoeuvre takes place early in the trajectory and
thus the correction has a reasonably low ∆v. This makes the velocity less likely to be out of the safety
deployment intervals shown in Table 4.1.

• t f i r i ng > t2: When the stochastic manoeuvre takes place after the injection into the second arc, the
dispersion with respect to the reference trajectory has become large. This dispersion has been growing
since the first deterministic manoeuvre at t1 without any correction being given. In this scenario, the
commanded ∆v is always big enough to bring the end velocity out of the margins shown in Table 4.1.
The end position is better, since the guidance estimation considerably improves.

Note that neither of these two scenarios are desirable, since they do not leave room for successful cubesat
deployments. Also note that the relations mentioned here will be further described below, as they are the
main drivers for most of the choices that are made in this section.

From the rationale given above it is clear that there must be at least two firings. Also from what has been
discussed it emanates that each of them should be scheduled in a different trajectory arc. The firing in the
first arc will prevent the dispersion from growing as much as to make the second correction too big for an
adequate end velocity. The second firing will ensure that the guidance estimation is good enough so that the
correction brings the spacecraft close to the desired target end position.

In Figure 8.8, the simulation values that are used to express the different deployment safety intervals of
Table 4.1 are shown as a function of when the second (and last) firing took place. It is especially relevant to
compare the values with the ones found in Figure 8.9, where the same results are shown but for a third (and
last) firing. Note that these two Monte Carlo runs are absolutely independent, one of them has two stochastic

Figure 8.8: Second (out of two) firing condition effect on the deployment safety intervals, for a 5 km SSTO.
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Figure 8.9: Third (out of three) firing condition effect on the deployment safety intervals, for a 5 km SSTO.

manoeuvres scheduled, and the other one, three.
Also note that in these plots the mean and 1−σ + mean values are used to represent the average of the

parameter and the deviation in the sample, which are good measures of average quality of the deployment
conditions.

Figures 8.8 and 8.9 show that the deployment conditions for the case in which only one manoeuvre is
scheduled in the second arc are in general much worse than when two manoeuvres take place. The position
difference, represented as the normalised distance to the center of an ellipsoid with the margins expressed
in Table 4.1, show an almost twice as big deviation. The magnitude of the velocity difference, as well as the
in-plane and out-of-plane angles between the target and actual velocities are again almost twice as big for
late firings. For early corrections, the velocity difference magnitude and in-plane angle are still around 50%
bigger whereas the out-of-plane angle shows almost the same numbers in both plots for similar firing times.

In Figures 8.10 and 8.11, the ∆v of the manoeuvre is plotted against the timing of the last firing for two
and three stochastic manoeuvres, respectively. It can be seen that the ∆v gets even four times bigger for late
corrections. For early ones the magnitude is around 50% bigger.

From what has been presented in this section, it becomes clear that there is no advantage in scheduling
only two firing conditions over three. It must be noted however that the analysis carried out only took into
account the success rate of the deployment, assuming that factors like the operability of both configurations
or the safety against thruster malfunction are not part of the trade-off process. These factors should be taken
into account in further iterations on the PDP.

According to the results found, the firing strategy that will be followed is:

• The first manoeuvre will take place between the first, t1, and second, t2, deterministic guidance firings.
This manoeuvre is required to avoid the first arc to greatly depart from the reference trajectory due to
the big initial dispersions, ∆v1 associated command errors and the dynamical uncertainties that act
between t1 and t2. Without this correction manoeuvre, the injection into the second arc would have
higher dispersions than the first one, what would lead to a really demanding scenario for the rest of
stochastic corrections.
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Figure 8.10: Second (out of two) firing condition effect on the manoeuvre ∆v, for a 5 km SSTO.

Figure 8.11: Third (out of three) firing condition effect on the manoeuvre ∆v, for a 5 km SSTO.

• The second stochastic manoeuvre will take place after the second deterministic manoeuvre. Its goal
is to command a small ∆v (tg o is still big) impulse such that the trajectory starts converging to the
reference one instead of diverging due to the command errors associated to ∆v2 and dynamical uncer-
tainties.

• The third stochastic manoeuvre will take place close to the deployment epoch in such a way that a
small ∆v (the position dispersion is small) that makes use of the improved guidance estimate, brings
the spacecraft to the target deployment point within the acceptable margins expressd in Table 4.1.

The timing of these manoeuvres will be discussed in the next section.

8.3.2. STOCHASTIC FIRING TIMES
In Figures 8.12, 8.14 and 8.16, the success rate of the cubesat deployment as a function of the firing times can
be seen. It must be noted that the overall success rate of the Monte Carlo campaign for this case was of 46.9
and 52.0% for the Safety Interval 1 and 2 from Table 4.1, respectively. The combined intervals yield a success
rate of 53.5%.

From Figure 8.12, it can be seen that there exists a low correlation between the success rate of the injection
and the time at which the first firing takes place. It must be noted however, that this does not mean that the
first stochastic manoeuvre is not required. As it was argued in the previous section, a stochastic manoeuvre
during the first arc notably increases the mission success rate.

A slightly higher success rate is observed for late stochastic corrections, but no clear trends are observed.
A detailed analysis of the failure modes found as a function of when the t f i r i ng1 takes place is presented in
Figure 8.13. It must be noted that percentages of both figures are not meant to sum up to 100%, since some
failures are caused by violation in both the position and the velocity conditions shown in Table 4.1.
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Figure 8.12: First firing condition effect on the succes rate, for a 5 km SSTO.

Although no clear trends can be inferred from Figure 8.12, some facts can be highlighted when combined
with Figure 8.13:

• It can be seen that the injection position failure events are less frequent for late firing conditions. This
is explained by the fact that the linearisation predicts the corrections better when its closer to the tar-
get time, tmi n . This effect will become much more obvious for t f i r i ng2 and t f i r i ng3 . It must be noted
however, that all the effects that are observed for the t f i r i ng1 are greatly "dampened" by the later errors
introduced by the deterministic and stochastic manoeuvres given and the ones caused by the dynami-
cal uncertainties in the system.

• The velocity failure is the predominant mode of cubesat injection failure. This is explained by the fact
that the guidance scheme used in this thesis only corrects for the distance dispersions and does not
take into account the target end-of-mission velocity, as it has already been explained previously in the
report. However, no trend can be observed as a function of t f i r i ng1 , in contrast with what will be dis-
cussed in the following paragraphs for t f i r i ng2 and t f i r i ng3 . This difference can be explained by the
same reason that was given for the position failure mode "dampened" relation with t f i r i ng1 .

From what has been shown in Figure 8.12, it can be concluded that the first firing condition has a low
impact on the final success rate of the cubesat injection, although it is not negligible. As seen in the figures,

Figure 8.13: First firing condition effect on the failure mode, for a 5 km SSTO.
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Figure 8.14: Second firing condition effect on the succes rate, for a 5 km SSTO.

a late correction manoeuvre is preferred in terms of the success, but not for the ∆v. After what has been
discussed, the choice for the first firing condition is t f i r i ng1 = 4500 s.

In Figure 8.14 the injection success rate as a function of t f i r i ng2 can be seen. In this case, there is relevant
correlation between both variables. The later the manoeuvre is given, the worse the chances of a successful
deployment get. This can be explained by the increasing ∆v magnitude that is commanded by the guidance.
This ∆v magnitude increase can be easily inferred looking at Equation (5.14): the longer you wait to carry out
the manoeuvre, the less time (tg o) there is to correct a practically "constant" estimated end-of-mission dis-
tance, |δr̃(tmin)|. Please note that |δr̃(tmin)| is "constant" because it is the product of a linearised estimation,
and thus it changes with time as the linearisation becomes worse with the distance to the reference trajectory,∣∣xM ai nSC (t )−xr e f (t )

∣∣.
In Figure 8.14 it can be seen that the best scenario is encountered for times around t f i r i ng2 = 16500 s. For

times after this one, the rate gets worse and reaches a minimum of around 10% for the last possible firing
epoch. In this worst-case scenario, t f i r i ng2 takes place so late that the dispersion has become really big. The
required ∆v magnitude to correct for such a dispersion is big and has a direction too perpendicular to the
reference trajectory, what leads to a resulting velocity out of the injection safety margins.

The effect described in the previous paragraph is shown in Figure 8.15, where the velocity failures reach
a 100 % for late manoeuvres. As already explained, the position-induced failures are minimised for late ma-
noeuvres, since the estimation done by the guidance system becomes better.

Figure 8.15: Second firing condition effect on the failure mode, for a 5 km SSTO.
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Figure 8.16: Third firing condition effect on the succes rate, for a 5 km SSTO.

In Figure 8.16, the deployment success rate as a function of the third firing time, t f i r i ng3 , is shown. The
behaviour is extremely similar to the one shown in Figure 8.14, what is explained by three main reasons:

• Both manoeuvres take place after the last deterministic impulsive manoeuvre. This fact makes both of
the manoeuvres (t f i r i ng 2, t f i r i ng3 ) act "directly" on the deployment conditions.

• The time between t f i r i ng2 or t f i r i ng3 and the deployment one, tmi n is much smaller than for t f i r i ng1 ,
which leaves the dynamical uncertainties and the command-induced errors less time to produce high
dispersions.

• As explained in Section 7.1.4, the parametrisation of the firing times for the Monte Carlo analysis leaves
t f i r i ng2 and t f i r i ng3 strongly correlated. This happens because the time at which t f i r i ng3 is allowed to
happen is delimited by the first choice of t f i r i ng2 and the no-action margins imposed around them.

From the results shown in Figure 8.16, the best firing time is t f i r i ng3 = 19000 s.
The same behaviour that was explained for the previous firing times can be inferred from Figure 8.17.

However a few differences can be observed. For early manoeuvres, the failures are predominantly due to the
position. This is explained by the fact that the third manoeuvre is the last one before the deployment and, if
it takes place too early, the miss-distance estimation from the guidance system is really poor. As soon as the

Figure 8.17: Third firing condition effect on the failure mode, for a 5 km SSTO.
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firing takes place slightly closer to the deployment a drastic reduction in the position failure mode is seen.
For late manoeuvres’ behaviour, the same rationale as for the other firings apply.

As already mentioned at the beginning of the section, the analysis carried out for the firing times is cyclic
for every reference trajectory. This means that the behaviour observed for the deployment success rate and
the rationale for this behaviour repeats in each of the trajectories. Since the plots, trends and rationales
behind the choices do not offer any notable difference, they are omitted from the report. A summary of the
results found for the other trajectories described in Section 8.2, can be found in Table 8.4.

Table 8.4: Firing times choice for the reference trajectories.

Trajectory t f i r i ng1 [s] t f i r i ng2 [s] t f i r i ng3 [s]

3 km 2000 8700 11300

5 km 4500 16500 19000

7 km, 1st family 2300 9700 11500

7 km, 2nd family 3300 25000 40000

7 km, 3rd family 3000 30000 43000

8.4. MISSION SAFETY ASSESSMENT
In this section, the safety of the families of reference trajectories previously generated will be assessed with
respect to thruster failures. To model this misbehaviour, the maginitude of the commanded impulse will be
scaled down with a factor k, which will be generated using a uniform distribution between 0 and 1. When the
failure is scheduled to happen in the first deterministic manoeuvre, there will not be more firings in the simu-
lation, which will end at t f = 72 h. When the failure is scheduled for the second deterministic manoeuvre, the
first determinisitc and stochastic manoeuvres happen as if there was no failure scheduled, i.e. as described
in Sections 8.2 and 8.3.

As already explained in Section 2.1, one of the TAP objectives was to guarantee the safety of the following
PDP in terms of distance to the system and margin to the escape velocity. The violation of these constraints
was covered in the generation of the reference trajectories, but the dynamical uncertainties, command errors
and initial state dispersions can change the situation encountered in the real operational scenario. All these
factors are included in the analysis presented in this section, where the need of a TAP will be assessed from a
mission safety perspective.

It must be noted however, that the effects of the dynamical uncertainties, command errors and initial
state dispersions are also a main driver of the mission success ratio, which will be thoroughly analysed in
Section 8.5.

As a general remark, in all the figures that will be presented in this section, the mean behaviour of the
reported Monte Carlo results is assumed to be caused by the thrusting failure scaling factor. The "noise"
around this mean is assumed to be caused by the dynamical uncertainties, command errors and initial state
dispersions.

In Figure 8.18, the minimum values for the safety constraints are shown as a function of the first deter-
ministic impulse factor, k. From what can be seen in Figure 8.18a, the distance to Didymain only gets slightly
lower than 2000 m for few epochs. Besides, this constraint violation happens for relatively high impulsive
scale factors in an almost-uniform way, which seems to indicate that it is closely related to the other factors
already mentioned at the beginning of the section, i.e. dynamical uncertainties, command errors and initial
state dispersions. Figure 8.18b shows that the margin to the escape velocity gets close to 0.02 m/s but never
goes below it. These two facts prove that the first deterministic manoeuvre will always inject the spacecraft
into a safe first arc, despite thrust failures. From this safe arc, the on-board computer would have time to
trigger a safe mode without any risk of losing the spacecraft.

In Figure 8.19, the minimum values for the safety constraints are shown as a function of the second de-
terministic impulse factor, k. Figure 8.19a shows that the distance to Didymain gets as close as 1400 m for
small thruster failures (from 5 to 10 % error in magnitude). This can be explained by the fact that the scaled
manoeuvre ∆v can lead to smaller and differently oriented final v f vectors, whose trajectories can have dif-
ferent shapes, as depicted in Figure 8.20. The fact that it only happens for relatively high scale factors is case
specific, and is related to the particular direction and magnitude of v f s that create trajectories that bring the
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(a) Minimum distance to Didymain. (b) Minimum margin to escape velocity.

Figure 8.18: Minimum values of the safety constraints as a function of the first impulse scaling factor for the aSST O = 3 km.

(a) Minimum distance to Didymain. (b) Minimum margin to escape velocity.

Figure 8.19: Minimum values of the safety constraints as a function of the second impulse scaling factor for the aSST O = 3 km.

spacecraft closer to Didymain.

Figure 8.19b shows that the margin to the escape velocity gets below the 0.02 m/s threshold for numerous
cases, but again this happens for high impulsive factor values, which indicates that this violations is more
related to the "noise" that the other uncertainties, errors and dispersions create than to the thrust failure.

In any case, the results show that the safety of the reference trajectory targeting a aSST O = 3 km, is not
guaranteed, at least under the margins and conditions established in Chapter 2. This calls for a detailed study
of the situations in which these violations occur, to see if they suppose an actual threat for the mission, or to
revise the safety margins, since they might be too tight for a mission of these characteristics. The fact that the
margin to the escape velocity is so small for nominal thrusting conditions is pointed out as the biggest source
of concern about the safety of the mission, which might indicate the need of a TAP to mitigate the dispersions
and uncertainties affecting the trajectory.

In Figure 8.21, a similar behaviour is seen for the case aSST O = 5 km. This time, the distance never gets

Figure 8.20: Scaled ∆v effect on the final velocity v f .
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below 3 km and the margin to the escape velocity gets below the 0.02 m/s threshold for some cases with low
impulse scaling factor. This violation is not caused by the thrusting failure but by deviations caused by the
different sources of errors and dispersions in the trajectory initial condition.

Figure 8.22 shows that the spacecraft never gets closer than 3 km to Didymain, while the margin to the
escape velocity has the same behaviour as for the aSST O = 3 km case. It must be noted that the impulse failure
has a much lower effect on the minimum distance reached during the second arc, as shown in Figure 8.22a.
This is because the spacecraft is further from the asteroid and regardless of the ∆v given, the trajectory gen-
erated never has a low enough speed as to fall towards the system. The same conclusions as for the aSST O =
3 km case can be drawn.

In Figures 8.23 and 8.24 a similar behaviour to the past cases is observed. A slightly different behaviour
can be seen in Figure 8.24a, which shows that the minimum distance to Didymos of the second arc for the
first family of the case with aSST O = 7 km does not suffer any variation with the thruster impulsive failure.
This is partially due to the increased height of the injection point, as it was reported for the case with aSST O =
5 km, but is mainly caused by the different geometry between the ∆v and v f . This difference in geometry can
be appreciated in Figure 8.7. Again, similar conclusions as for the aSST O = 3 km and 5 km cases can be drawn.

The results for the second and third families of the case with aSST O = 7 km are omitted from the report,
since they showed exactly the same behaviour as for the first family for both types of manoeuvre failures and
both safety constraints.

The results obtained highlight the need for further studies addressing the safety of these trajectories
and/or the presence of a TAP trajectory that mitigates the initial condition dispersions. What is more, the
dynamical uncertainties, dispersions and command errors seem to be the cause of the most frequently found
safety violation. Thruster malfunction is only found cause a safety constraint violation in one case, found in
Figure 8.19a, and always in combination with the other factors already mentioned.

(a) Minimum distance to Didymain. (b) Minimum margin to escape velocity.

Figure 8.21: Minimum values of the safety constraints as a function of the first impulse scaling factor for the aSST O = 5 km.

(a) Minimum distance to Didymain. (b) Minimum margin to escape velocity.

Figure 8.22: Minimum values of the safety constraints as a function of the second impulse scaling factor for the aSST O = 5 km.
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(a) Minimum distance to Didymain. (b) Minimum margin to escape velocity.

Figure 8.23: Minimum values of the safety constraints as a function of the first impulse scaling factor for the aSST O = 7 km, first family.

(a) Minimum distance to Didymain. (b) Minimum margin to escape velocity.

Figure 8.24: Minimum values of the safety constraints as a function of the second impulse scaling factor for the aSST O = 7 km, first
family.

8.5. DEPLOYMENT SUCCESS ASSESSMENT
In this section, the deployment success rate for the different reference trajectories presented in Section 8.2,
under the uncertainties characterised in Section 7.1.4 and with the guidance firing times set according to
what was discussed in Section 8.3, will be presented. These results can be directly translated to the PDP
success expectations.

The summary of the results coming from the Monte Carlo campaigns can be seen in Table 8.5, where both
safety deployment intervals presented in Table 4.1 will be assessed. It must be noted that the combined suc-
cess rate is calculated as the union of the success rates for the two presented intervals, i.e., if the deployment
is successful under one of the criteria, it is considered successful.

Table 8.5: ASPECT cubesat injection success rates for the different reference trajectories and safety deployment intervals 1 and 2, all
values in %.

Trajectory Combined success Success 1/2 Position success 1/2 Velocity success 1/2

3 km 61.75 61.25 / 61.75 100 / 100 61.25 / 61.75

3 km, backup 65.91 63.20 / 65.48 87.13 / 82.09 69.34 / 71.27

5 km 75.65 69.9 / 71.95 91.95 / 86.95 74.05 / 81.35

7 km, 1st family 50.15 47.5 / 25.45 100 / 100 47.5 / 25.45

7 km, 2nd family 44.4 38.75 / 25 66.8 / 67.1 50.2 / 31.7

7 km, 3rd family 40.75 36.4 / 22.65 60.55 / 60.95 50.75 / 30.5
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From what is seen in Table 8.5 it can be concluded that the deployment of the ASPECT cubesat is not fea-
sible with an acceptable confidence margin. The best case is obtained for the trajectory targeting a SSTO with
aSST O = 5 km, but the success rate is still far from what could be acceptable for a realistic operational sce-
nario. This maximum is reached for this trajectory because it presents the best balance between low objective
function values and wide safety deployment intervals. Trajectories with lower objective function values (i.e.,
7 km ones), also have much narrower safety deployment intervals, and vice versa.

Note that the success for each of the intervals in Table 8.5 is assumed to happen when both the position
and the velocity would allow a successful deployment at the same time and for the same interval. This means
that only when the final state vector of the cubesat is within position and velocity margins for the interval 1, it
is considered that the deployment of the cubesat is successful under interval 1 criteria. This fact also explains
why the success rate for each of the intervals is not the lower value between the position and velocity success
rate, since not every velocity success case is also a position success one.

It must be noted that if the success rates reported in Table 8.5 are compared to the success rates that were
obtained during the t f i r i ng tuning in Section 8.3 a notable difference is seen. First of all, the overall success
rate of the aSST O = 5 km trajectory increases from the roughly 50% reported at the beginning of Section 8.3.2,
to a 75%. As already explained, this is not enough for a real operational scenario but it can be said that there
is a noticeable improvement on the results and it is obtained exclusively by tuning the stochastic firing times.
However, the 75% success rate reported hereby is not as high as the success rate shown in Figure 8.16 for the
chosen t f i r i ng3 value, which gets close to 85%. This difference is caused by a couple of facts:

• The study carried out in Section 8.3 treats each impulsive manoeuvre as independent in the sense that
its effect on the trajectory is analysed only as a function of its own firing time. The reality is that stochas-
tic firing conditions, especially the second and third one, are strongly coupled, and their effect should
have been studied as such. For the case at hand, it is possible that the close to 85 % success rate shown
in Figure 8.16 could only be that promising for t f i r i ng2 values that are simply not the specific ones that
were chosen for it in that particular campaign.

• The resolution used in the study of Section 8.3 was set according to an estimation of the number of
points and firing time intervals that yielded the more realistic and noise-free plots. Although the im-
provements expected from a "mesh" refinement are small, it is definitely a source of error that could be
reduced. It must also be noted that an increment in the resolution would increase the computational
requirements of each Monte Carlo campaign, since the amount of points per analysis time interval
must be kept in the same order of magnitude. This was a limiting factor during this MSc thesis due to
time and computational constraints.

If this operational scenario was to be analysed further in future design iterations, a reassessment of the
stochastic firing times taking these two facts into account is recommended.

However, the success rate could also be improved by identifying the main causes of deployment failure
and trying to dampen their effects. For this reason, the following pages will present the injection conditions as
a function of the dynamical uncertainties, command errors and dispersions that the spacecraft encounters.
To do so the trajectory targeting the SSTO with aSST O = 5 km is chosen, which is also identified as the most
successful one and thus, the most promising for future iterations.

8.5.1. UNCERTAINTIES
In this section, the injections conditions will be studied as a function of the dynamical uncertainties. All
the nominal values for the parameters have been given in Section 7.1.4. In Figure 8.25, the effect on the
deployment of the deviations from the nominal Didymoon conditions are shown.

Note that the normalised deviation, used to group the effects coming from Didymoon, was calculated as:

∆x̄Moon,m =
∣∣aMoon −aMoon,m

∣∣
aMoon

+eMoon,m +
∣∣µMoon −µMoon,m

∣∣
µMoon

+θMoon,m(t0)/10π (8.1)

where the subscript m indicates a Monte Carlo variable, whose calculation was explained in Section 7.1.4.
From what is seen in Figure 8.25, the condition of Didymoon has little effect on the final success of the

mission. However, a noticeable effect can be seen on both velocity difference angles, with changes of up to
20% for the in-plane angle. From this plot it can be concluded that by fixing the Didymoon conditions with
which the reference trajectories are generated, the deployment conditions could be slightly improved. The
prime meridian initial condition for both bodies were kept out of the analysis due to their negligible effects.
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Figure 8.25: Didymoon normalised deviation from the nominal status effect on deployment conditions.

It must be noted that the effect that the dynamical uncertainties have on the end-of-mission conditions
should be understood as the effect that these uncertainties have on the stochastic corrections given, being
these corrections what end up driving the deployment conditions. In this case, the deviations from the nom-
inal moon status induce mainly perturbation forces that slightly move the center of gravity of the system,
which deflects the trajectories. The guidance corrections are small in magnitude (small impact on the veloc-
ity magnitude difference), but have rather perpendicular directions to the velocity, which induces the changes
in direction observed for the deployment velocities.

In Figure 8.26 the effect of the SRP coefficient CR /B can be seen. Along the first arc, the SRP impulses the
spacecraft in the longitudinal direction, which increases the end velocity difference magnitude and changes
the in-plane angle slightly. During the second arc, the SRP acts perpendicularly to the spacecraft motion, but
as seen on the figure, this induces negligible changes in the out-of-plane angle.

In Figure 8.27 the effect of the µDi d ymos on the deployment conditions can be seen. For increasing val-
ues of the gravitational parameter the spacecraft velocity slightly starts pointing towards the barycentre of
the system, which induces velocity differences with bigger in-plane angles. This also induces a slightly less
accurate end position. Interesting to note is that lower values of the gravitational parameter seem to not be
as "bad" for the deployment conditions as higher ones, which seems to indicate that higher forces tend to
create systems more difficult to control.

In Figure 8.28 the effect on the deployment of the knowledge on Didymos gravitational parameter, ex-
pressed as a deviation with respect to the actual value µDi d ymos,m , is seen. It is concluded that the effect of
this knowledge on the final deployment conditions is small if not negligible, only showing a slight worsen-
ing of the conditions for high knowledge errors. This is probably due to the fact that the guidance linearised
estimations already introduce bigger errors than the ones caused by this knowledge.

In Figure 8.29 the effect the navigation errors on the deployment conditions can be seen. Note that here
cumulative means that the magnitudes of the errors are added for every stochastic firing epoch. Surprisingly,
only a small worsening of all the final conditions can be appreciated with increasing position knowledge er-
ror values. This can be explained by the robustness of the guidance system to errors with sizes as shown. It
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Figure 8.26: SRP coefficient CR /B effect on deployment conditions.

must be noted however, an extremely important relation of this robustness with the actual dispersion with
respect to the reference trajectory, as depicted in Figure 8.30. The system shows robustness to considerably
big knowledge errors (around 100 m) because the actual deviations from the reference trajectory are so big,
that in comparison to the estimation errors introduced by the guidance system, the navigation error contri-
butions can be considered almost negligible. If the dispersions from the reference trajectory were the same
size as the navigation errors, then the guidance system corrections would become unstable.

In Figure 8.30 it is made clear the strong relation between the position dispersions from the reference tra-
jectory and the velocity-related deployment conditions. As already explained, the guidance system robustly
corrects for position errors, but at the cost of commanding increasingly high ∆v’s that compromise the suc-
cessful end-of-mission velocity conditions.

The relation of the system with the velocity knowledge errors is quite different, as depicted in Figures 8.31
and 8.32. The velocity knowledge strongly affects the end-of-mission position accuracy. This is explained by
the fact that the guidance scheme used only tries to correct dispersions in position, which makes it robust to
any value of those. However, the velocity knowledge is used to calculate the required ∆v, as seen in Equation
(5.14), which introduces a source of uncertainty that is never corrected for and ultimately drives the position
accuracy. The velocity-related deployment conditions also get worse by this effect.

These results highlight the importance of the navigation errors in the cubesat deployment success. From
a position accuracy point of view, it would be desirable to improve the knowledge available on the velocity of
the main spacecraft, since so far it has been proved to be the main driver for this value.

It must be noted that navigation error and guidance dynamical parameter knowledge effects are treated
under dynamical uncertainties although they effectively translate into "command errors".

8.5.2. COMMAND ERRORS

In this section, the errors associated with the attitude knowledge and the thruster behaviour are analysed.
These two sources of errors were characterised in Chapter 2.
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Figure 8.27: µDi d ymos effect on deployment conditions.

In Figure 8.33 the effect of these two errors on the final deployment conditions is studied. They were cal-
culated as the sum of the errors of every commanded manoeuvre throughout the whole trajectory, including
both stochastic and deterministic ones. These errors have a strong influence on the end-of-mission velocity
difference angles. In particular, it can be seen that the out-of-plane angle is affected the most, with an in-
crease of around a 50% for the biggest command error magnitudes. This difference between the effect on the
in-plane and out-of-plane angles is explained by the fact that the overall amount of factors influencing on
the latter one is more limited and furthermore, the magnitude of these forces acting on the out-of-orbit plane
direction is smaller in general. This makes a direct effect on the spacecraft state vector as the commanded
errors to have a considerably big influence.

The modelling given to the source of these errors in this thesis has been oversimplified. This model is
thought to be conservative in the sense that it overestimates the errors associated to these sources. For future
studies it would be recommendable to apply actual thruster and attitude navigation models. This would most
likely increase the representativeness and the success rate of the mission at hand.

The contribution of the CRS was assessed to be negligible and kept out of the analysis. This also points
out that AIM attitude accuracy and knowledge, which are expected to be lower than the CRS injection errors
would play a negligible role in the deployment.

8.5.3. INITIAL DISPERSIONS

In this section the effect of the initial dispersions associated with the initial condition taken from the DCP
trajectory file is studied. This dispersion was characterised in Section 5.2.

The initial position dispersion presented in Figure 8.34 has a strong effect on the end-of-mission velocity
conditions. As already explained many times throughout the report, the position is corrected by the guidance
system, which manages to consistently reduce any initial dispersion encountered by the spacecraft. However,
the end-of-mission velocity conditions are extremely influenced by this dispersion since for increasing values
of it, the commanded ∆vs get bigger and deviate the velocity enough to make the deployment infeasible.
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Figure 8.28: Guidance knowledge on µDi d ymos effect on deployment conditions.

Figure 8.29: Cumulative position navigation error at stochastic firing epochs effect on deployment conditions.
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Figure 8.30: Cumulative position deviation from the reference trajectory at stochastic firing epochs effect on deployment conditions.

Figure 8.31: Cumulative velocity navigation error at stochastic firing epochs effect on deployment conditions.
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Figure 8.32: Cumulative velocity deviation from the reference trajectory at stochastic firing epochs effect on deployment conditions.

Figure 8.33: Cumulative commanded velocity error effect on deployment conditions.
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Figure 8.34: Initial position dispersion effect on deployment conditions.

Another fact that also contributes to the observed results is that for increasing deviations of the spacecraft
from the reference trajectory, the effect of the dynamical uncertainties gets amplified, since the forcefield
deviates further from the nominal one. This is one example of the coupling between the different factors that
has been pointed out many times throughout the report.

It is interesting to realise that the effects shown in Figure 8.30 are simply a particular case of what is shown
in Figure 8.34, but applied to the firing epochs. It can be seen that the correlation found in Figure 8.30 is much
higher. This is due to the fact that the deployment velocity differences are strongly related to the magnitude of
the stochastic corrections, which are directly proportional to the gap between the reference trajectory and the
actual spacecraft position at the firing epochs. It must be noted however that the initial dispersion shown in
Figure 8.34, is a "design" parameter that can be directly tuned by slightly changing the concept of operations
of the second cycle of the DCP manoeuvre, or instead by scheduling a TAP.

Initial velocity dispersions shown in Figure 8.35 do not show correlation with the deployment conditions
because these initial values are quite low with respect to the navigation and command errors introduced
along the trajectory, as it is seen from Figures 8.31 and 8.33. Even though it is not because of its initial value,
this velocity dispersion builds up over time and has a big influence on the final results, as it was shown in
Figure 8.32.

The mission scenario described in this thesis is a complex one, with plenty of interdependencies that
complicate even further the interpretation of the results. To draw clear and precise conclusions about the
relations between the different factors that play a role in the deployment conditions, a chain of facts drawn
from this section’s results is given below.

1. The initial position dispersion is a big driver of the magnitude of the impulsive commands given along
the trajectory. The bigger the initial dispersion is, the bigger these commands will be. Since the disper-
sions from the DCP are used, they are considerably big.

2. The guidance scheme used is robust as far as end-of-mission position accuracy goes. This robustness
comes at the price of a somewhat poor velocity accuracy.
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Figure 8.35: Initial velocity dispersion effect on deployment conditions.

3. The big impulses given, the command errors and the guidance estimation inaccuracies due to the ve-
locity knowledge, cause big dispersions in the velocity, which build up over time.

4. These velocity dispersions, which are not corrected by the guidance system, cause residual position
dispersions. Besides, the different dynamical uncertainties of the system also enlarge the position dis-
persions as the spacecraft advances along the trajectory.

5. These errors are corrected with stochastic impulses, and the loop goes back to step number 4.

6. Steps 4 and 5 are repeated for each stochastic manoeuvre.

From the chain of facts explained above, it becomes clear that the initial dispersions, taken from the
DCP ground navigation assessment found in Section 5.2, are the main driver of the deployment success rates
presented in Table 8.5. They do not only directly contribute to the deployment conditions, but also enable
and increase the effect of most of the other contributions.

In this sense it must be noted that one of the main goals of the TAP, which was part of the past baseline
for AIM, was to reduce the dispersions at the beginning of the PDP, since this latter phase involved dangerous
autonomous operations as close as 500 m from the asteroid system.

Reducing the initial dispersion is thought to be the easiest way of increasing the deployment success rate.
This could be done by the use of a TAP or simply by ensuring that the dispersions present in the trajectory of
the second DCP cycle from which AIM is injected into the PDP are low enough.

It must be noted that the analysis hereby presented only tries to grasp which factors drive the deployment
conditions, and thus its success. In this study, only those factors who have a strong enough influence on these
conditions as to not be "covered" by the noise produced by the variation of the other parameters are pointed
out. This is a clear limitation of the method used for the study, since it does not directly handle the strong and
numerous couplings that are present in the system. However, and as the results presented show, the method
is consistent enough as to highlight the main drivers of the deployment success and allows to identify the
recommended future line of work.



9
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The objective of the thesis was to answer the research question and its sub-questions. They read as follows:

How can we design a transfer trajectory between two points in the close-proximity operations range of a
binary asteroid while satisfying payload injection accuracy and mission safety requirements?

with the following sub-questions:

• What is the nominal trajectory that best fits the AIM requirements for the deployment of ASPECT?

• What are the guidance firing conditions that lead to the best deployment conditions?

• How do uncertainties in the strongly perturbed environment affect the deployment conditions?

• How do guidance command errors affect the deployment conditions?

• How do uncertainties and dispersions in the spacecraft state vector affect the deployment conditions?

In this chapter, the conclusions drawn from the thesis work in relation to the research goals will be pre-
sented. Then, recommendations for the future work will be given.

9.1. CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions drawn from the work carried out during this thesis are as follows:

• The best deployment points for the scenario in consideration are the pericentre of the SSTO target
orbits. These points increase the margin of the spacecraft with respect to the escape velocity of the
system and reduce the relative effect of injection errors.

• The target deployment point makes it impossible to achieve the cubesat injection using only one arc.
The geometry of the problem with the phase angle constraint causes this.

• The higher the target deployment is with respect to Didymain, the more feasible reference trajectories
are found. This is due to the minimum safety distance constraint, which plays a bigger role for lower
trajectories.

• The margin to the escape velocity plays a big role in the trajectory design process. This optimisation
constraint is active for all the reference trajectories found. This is caused by the need to reduce the dif-
ference between the spacecraft and the target orbit velocities as much as possible to allow the cubesat
deployment with the limited ∆v capabilities of the CRS.

• A number of three stochastic firings are assessed to be the best choice, as they lead to around 50%
reduced deployment conditions deviations and lower ∆v. The firing conditions that yield the best de-
ployment results are family-dependent. However, the trends found for all of them with respect to the
firing times were almost identical, pointing out the similar behaviour against the guidance corrections.
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• The safety of the reference trajectories under thruster failure conditions were tested, highlighting an
actual danger of falling under the 2 cm/s margin over the escape velocity. However, this danger was
caused by the combination of initial dispersions, dynamical uncertainties and command errors rather
than by the thruster failures. The minimum distance to Didymain was only violated by the reference
trajectory pointing at aSST O = 3 km, which goes as low as 1500 metres.

• The uncertainties on the dynamical parameters of the system were assessed to have low impact on
the deployment conditions. These cause much smaller deviations from the reference conditions than
some of the other factors, which end up "hiding" the actual effect of these dynamical uncertainties.

• The navigation errors have proved to be one of the main sources of inaccuracy in the deployment con-
ditions. This is especially true for the velocity navigation errors, which induce a velocity error compo-
nent after each stochastic manoeuvre. The position knowledge errors are not so relevant in the thesis
scenario, since the position dispersions in the system are usually much bigger than them.

• The velocity knowledge error coming from the navigation system is pointed out as the main source of
deployment position inaccuracies.

• The combination of terminal position guidance and the velocity knowledge errors are a big driver of
the deviations from the target deployment conditions, since velocity errors are never corrected for. The
PIG is a robust guidance scheme for terminal position conditions. However, this robustness tends to
cause big misalignments between the reference and the actual velocity of the controlled spacecraft due
to the relatively big impulses commanded.

• The command errors, i.e. caused by the attitude knowledge and thruster misalignments, play a role
in the deployment conditions. Their biggest contribution is to the in-plane and out-of-plane velocity
difference angles.

• The initial condition dispersions are extremely relevant for the deployment conditions. The position
dispersion is pointed out as the main source of misalignment between the target and actual spacecraft
velocities at the deployment epoch due to the characteristics of the guidance scheme used (terminal
position guidance).

• The success rate of the cubesat deployment manoeuvre has a peak of around 75% for the trajectory
pointing at an orbit with aSST O = 5 km. This maximum is reached for this trajectory because it presents
the best balance between low objective function values and wide safety deployment intervals.

9.2. RECOMMENDATIONS
Even though the thesis has covered many of the aspects of the trajectory design in a thorough and consistent
way, there are a few recommendations that can be made both as possible improvements for similar analysis
and as a guideline for future work:

• The combination of different criteria for the safety deployment intervals considerably improves the
results obtained. By further mapping the safe deployment conditions that are allowable, the study
would be more representative of the real situation and the success rate results would improve.

• The safety margins imposed by the mission requirements are violated under the system uncertainties
and dispersions. These margins should be reassessed to see what motivates them, and make them
tighter if possible.

• If the reassessment of the safety margins does not yield any change, the spacecraft velocity margin to
the escape velocity of the system could be consistently made bigger throughout the entire mission by
equipping the CRS with a spring which is capable of giving a bigger ∆v.

• Reducing the initial condition dispersions is considered as the alternative that would yield a higher
success rate increase. This could be done by conducting a previous TAP with manoeuvres targeting
reducing this dispersion, as it was for the previous AIM baseline.
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• Another alternative to increase the success rate of the mission would be to improve the velocity nav-
igation performance, although this is considered as a more difficult option. It must be noted that the
navigation performance model used in this thesis is conservative in the values used to generate the
navigation signals and thus, a refinement of these values could also yield higher success rates.

• The command errors were modelled in a oversimplified way that introduced high safety margins over
the actual errors that would be expected from the attitude knowledge and thruster misalignments of
a real spacecraft. A detailed modelling of these sources of errors could lead to more representative
and higher estimated success rates, since they were identified as a relevant source of end-of-mission
dispersions.

• Although relevant conclusions have been drawn from the thesis, no studies that take into account the
actual interdependencies among more than two factors were carried out. The inclusion of such studies
could increase the insight into the problem further.

• Monte Carlo sampling was used to characterised the system at hand. Other near-random sampling
techniques like orthogonal sampling or Latin Hypercube sampling could yield better variable coverage
for similar computational cost, which would increase the consistency of the analysis carried out at the
cost of a more difficult implementation.





A
REFERENCE FRAMES TRANSFORMATIONS

In this appendix the reference frame transformation used during the thesis are presented. These transform
a vector expressed in a reference frame [X] to a reference frame [Y]. Note that for the reverse transformation
([Y] -> [X]), the transpose of the matrix used for the [X] -> [Y] transformation can be used.

[I] TO [P]  x
y
z


P

=
 −sinλ cosλ 0

−cosλsinφ −sinλsinφ cosφ
cosλcosφ sinλcosφ sinφ

 x
y
z


I

(A.1)

where λ and φ are the ecliptic longitude and latitude of the Didymos pole with respect to the J2000 inertial
ecliptic reference frame, respectively.
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where the coordinates of the unit vectors defining the generic [G] reference frame expressed in [I] read as
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[P] TO [B1]  x
y
z


B1

=
 cosβM ai n sinβM ai n 0

−sinβM ai n cosβM ai n 0
0 0 1

 x
y
z


P

(A.3)

where βM ai n = β̇M ai n(t −t0)+β0,M ai n . Here, β̇M ai n and β0,M ai n denote the spin rate of the primary body and
the initial condition of the prime meridian of Didymain with respect to x̂P , respectively.

[P] TO [B2]  x
y
z


B2

=
 cosβMoon sinβMoon 0

−sinβMoon cosβMoon 0
0 0 1

 x
y
z


P

(A.4)

where βMoon = β̇Moon(t − t0)+β0,Moon . Here, β̇Moon and β0,Moon denote the spin rate of the secondary body
and the initial condition of the prime meridian of Didymoon with respect to x̂P , respectively
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